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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Viterbo, Italy, May 13. The crowri
John F. Dietz Found Guilty Both Sides Getting Ready General Orozco Heads Rebel
prosecutor today asked that Genarro
For Four Days' of Oraof Murder
Abbattemaggio be indicted as an acMutiny Against ProviHay ward,
complice in the murder of Genarro
Next
sional President
Week
Wisconsin
tory
Cuoccolo and his wife. The request
was founded on admissions made by
Abbattemagio during the session tp- - HE BLAMES LUMBER
PRESIDENT
TRUST TUFT FOR
1812 WANTS FOOD AND CL0TH6
I
day of the Camorrist trial.
President Biachi declined to make

at

DenArtment of Education Will the order.
Refused to Have Layer Defend Appointment of Stimson to Be Temporary Adjustment of
Today's exchange between Abbate- uclties Affected by MakHim and Makes Own Motion
Fumigate Five Traveling
Secretary of War Has Great
maggio and the alleged Camorra lea
LibrariesFor New Trial.
Significanceing Promises.
der Alfano, had to do chiefly with the
-

-

actual murder

the

Dif--

sul advising that the Americans be
removed to a place of safety.
Want to Wreak Vengeance.
The rebel lender expressed special
solicitation for the safety of the women and children.
Last night negotiations were begun
to prevent a battle. Mayor Arnold
headed a commission that went to
the rebel camp under a flag of truce
and a conference lasted until midnight.
Cabral was urged to forego an attack because the principal sufferers
would be Americans.
Then the conference broke up. It was believed
that Cananea would be spared for the
However, should Colonel
present.
Chiapas, the executioner of Colonel
Talamantes and his two sons, attempt
to escape from the city, the rebel
leaders said it would be the signal for
an immediate attack. The insurrec
tos are determined to take Chiapas
and wreak vengeance on him.
Chiapas May Be Martyr.
ISisbee, Ariz., May 13. Latest al- vices received from Cananea stated
that Cabral still refused to discuss
peace terms unless Colonel Chiapas,
the executioner of the Talamantes,
The fact that an 'order
for automobiles to transport refugees
Cananea was countermanded after the receipt of this news leads, to
the belief here that Chiapas has surrendered to save the city.

A CHAUTAUQUA

15 ASSURED
Held Meeting
Last Evening and Decided to Incorporate

Businessmen

CrailZATION

TO BE

$5,000

Preliminary Steps Taken That
Count Big For Santa
Fe' Future.

Cuoccolos.
Governor Mills has appointed David When Abbattemaggio
was asked iBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Juarez, Mex., May 13. General Na
A number of Santa Fe businessmen
L. Geyer of Roswell, Chaves county, why his share of the reward for the
SECRETARY OR WAR
varro, leader of the defeated federal
Hayward, Wis., May 13. John F.
met
last evening in the office of the
and Charles H. Sporleder of Las Ve- crime was $80, while the actual mur- Dietz will spend the rest of his nat- X
DICKINSON RESIGNS.
forces at Juarez, against whose life
Fe Water and Light Company
Santa
threats were made this morning by
Washington, May 13. Seeregas, iSan Miguel county, notaries pub- derers received only $20 each, he re- ural life at hard labor at the state X
and laid the foundation for Santa
lic.
Camorrists penitentiary at Waupun, by the verplied, "Because other
tary of War Jacob McGavick Xj angry insurrectos, was personally
Ke-Chautauqua, a Chautauqua that
to the river shortly before 12
feared me or they thought me use dict of the Jury today, for the mur- X Dickinson of Tennessee, the
For the Treasury.
will in a few years be more famous
,
Presi-ful."
of
Democratic
member
o'clock by provisional President
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
It was this last statement of der of Deputy Oscar Harp in the batthan that at Boulder, Colorado, and
has received the sura of $1,313.48 from the informer that led the crown pros tle of Cameron Dam on October 8
and forded the river to the
dent Taft's cabinet, has re-wiil rank with the original
of
W. H. Merchant, treasurer of Eddy ecutor to ask for indictment.
L.
on
American
side
a
horse.
Stimpson
signed.
Henry
last.
f,ua 0n Chautauqua I,ake in New
New York, recently defeated
Navarro was followed to the river
county, and the sum of $39.20 from
Hattie F. Dietz, his wtte and LesYork, that draws annually 2.1,Ono visit-froWill N. Robins, treasurer of Sierra STOCK MARKET WAS,
at a point above Washington park by
candidate for gov- Republican
found
not
were
lie Dietz, his son,
crs.
esa mounted ranchman as his only
ernor of that state has been
HEAVY AND DULL.
The smile with which 'the X
guilty.
This an- cort and they disappeared from sight
These businessmen looked at the
given the portfolio.
Headquarters at Espanola.
faced condi"old
has
man",
always
on the American side.
Dr. McChesney, the new agent for Trading Diminished
venture from the purely business
H nouncement was made from the
Steadily and tions, did not desert him as
the
the Pueblo Indians of northern New
White House tonight.
It is not known in what part of El
There Was Scarcely a Semblance
standpoint. They figured out that
Judge read the verdict.
such an organization could and would
Paso the federal leader has taken
X
Coincident with the an- of Life at Close.
Mexico, will make his headquarters
SWARMS OF BEES
A frown overspread the face of X nouncement of Mr. Dickinson's
at Espanola. For the sake of Dr, Mcpay good dividends.
refuge.
They did not
PUT SOLDIER TO ROUT. taiie into this calculation
Navarro Flees.
sentiment,
Chesney, as well as for Santa Fe, an (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Mrs. Dietz and she glared at the Jury. V retirement came that of the
or the fact that the indirect returns
New York, May 13. Trading on the Leslie smiled faintly and the color
Threats against
effort should be made to have his
Juarez, May
appointment of C. S. Milling- the life of Navarro had been made all Thought He Could Quiet Them by will be far greater than the direct,
stock market today diminished stead came and went in his face. Asked X ton, of Herkimer, N. Y., to be
headquarters located here.
Pounding Drum But Learned
treasurer of the
who
but they decided to put their money
ily until there was scarcely a semb by Judge Reid if he had anything to X assistant
morning by angry insurrectos,
Mesilla Farms Company.
His Mistake 'Poco Pronto.
had gathered in the streets in huninto the venture as they would into a
Articles of Incorporation were also lance of life to the market. The close say before sentence was pronounced, X United (States in New York.
San Antonio, Texas, May 13. The grocery or a dry goods store, with the
dreds. General Navarro had been givfiled by the Mesilla Farms Company was heavy and dull. The more active Dietz launched a tirade
against X Mr. Stimson was the Roosevelt
here has actually expectation and certainty of getting 't
en quarters at the residence of Fran- army mobilized
which has its main place of business issues, such as Union Pacific and what he termed the lumber trust, X candidate for governor, while
cisco I. Madero, Jr., provisional pres- met a foe, and while the entire com- back with interest.
at Berino, Dona Ana county, and F, Reading continued under pressure. which he said he knew sooner or la X Mr. Millington was a former
ident. Word of the threats against mand is not whipped, some of them
G. Relk is named as neurit. The com'
Wheat and Corn Down.
ter, "because it is big and I am lit- X member of the house from the
Incidentally, however, not one of
distwenty-seventYork
New
the life of the captured federal leader were In fit condition for the hospital them could help seeing what the esX
me
out
of
me
or
kill
would
111.,
of
is
put
Chicago,
May 13. With cables tle,
pany
capitalized at $75,000
was quickly communicated to Senor when the encounter was over. It was tablishment of tha
X trict and is a close friend of
which sum $40,000 is . paid in, the lower and no help expected from the way."
Chautauqua will
Madero. The latter quickly called his this way: Three swarms of Italian mean to Santa Fe and Its future. They
Dietz charged the trust with try- X Vice President Sherman.
.
G. Belk, of shorts covering, wheat today headed
stockholders being:
offlIn the two appointments
automobile, and he and Navarro were bee3 settled in the camp, and one of are men with a vision, with a love for
commission ing to ruin him and now the lumber X
Berino, $16,000; J. G. Barada, El Paso, downward under heavy
whirled off toward the river at top the peculiar things about it is that the old place which is struggling so
The opening was
$S,000, and H. L. Mitchell, of Houston, selling.
companies had got what they were X cial Washington found food forX speculation and many politispeed. At the river horses were pro- two of those settled with the aerial hard to take its rightful place in the
$16,000.
lower, to 8 higher.
after.
cured and with a ranchman as his sole division. The real fun took place world. They also recognized that noX cians thought they saw therein
Mr. Clancy Homeward Bound.
Belief that receipts would soon be
"I have done nothing wrong, and
escort Xavarro plunged into the mud when the soldiers attempted to hive where in all the United States is
first step of the adminis- the
X
Governor Mills has received word come larger, tended to weaken corn. the state
has," continued Dietz. "It X tration to straighten out the
tly river, which at that point is very the swarras. One of the musicians
that. Attorney General Frank W. Clan July
there a spot so favored by nature, by
to
to
off. Oats is the state that has waylaid my chilknew that a drum was just the thing climate, by scenery, by history, by
treacherous and full of quicksand.
cy left Washington Thursday for New were depressed by selling on the part dren and took one away to jail and X tangled skein of New York
to make bees get quiet.
Daniel Orozco Killed.
X politics.
When his other conditions, for just this purpose.
York city where he will embark for of local longs. July started
to
put a bullet through the other, a
Daniel Orozco, cousin of General comrades get through bathing his For that reason, a Chautauqua, they
New Orleans and thence come to San' easier.
..
young girl."
Pascual Orozco, was accidentally shot lace in ciotns soaxeu in tobacco as deemed development along the lines
In provisions the liquidating of May
,ta Fe. Mr. Clancy has been in Wash
The suggestion that " Dietz, who Special to the New Mexican.
and killed in Ciudad Juarez. Orozco an antidote. for the poisonous stings of least resistance, a natural developington on legal business, and repre- Pork continued and somewhat effect- corfducted
his o.wn'"case throughout,
Washington. D. C, May IS. The who was only 21 years of age, was on face and. hands, he will know that ment. The many institutions of learnsented Mariano F. Sena of this city ed the July option. Other products
get an attorney'' to draw up a motion appointment of Stimson as secretary cleaning his revolver, the weapon ex- Italian bees are not
enthusiastic ing here would furnish.the staff: the
in his suit over title to the famous were firm in sympathy with hogs.
tin propeiyfbrm for a new trial was of war means a compromise and the ploding in an unknown planner and about a drum. It so happened, how- desire of great scientists to visit the
turquoise mines near nere. wnne in
Urgent need of rain in Russia led
made
ever, that Private Felix D. Clark was cliff dwellings, would each year bring
getting together of President Taft the ball entering the boy's body.
Washington Mr. Clancy gave some In to a decided rally in wheat. The ef- ignorejj'and Dietz himself
to this effect, which was and Roosevelt, Root and the "Old
Madero's Cabinet Resign.
at one time employed in an apiary at sufficient talent of world fame to give
terviews to the press which answered fect, however, gradually wore off' and
denied by the court. Life imprison- Guard." The result will swing New
Juarez, Mex., May 13. Rebellion Salisbury, Mississippi.
some of the objections raised to New the close was
This service lectures. Such simple entertainment,
steady.
ment was then imposed upon him but York for Taft in the national conven- within the ranks of the Madeijista ar- had made him familiar with the man- as the illumination of the cliff dwellMexico s constitution.
Corn rallied with wheat but slipped
ten days was allowed to file excep- tion next year and the' national elec- my this morning resulted 'in the ners and customs of bees and he pro- ings at night, would be spectacular
School Fund is $16,000 Richer.
back again. The 'close was steady;
tion.
tion. It shows that. Roosevelt is not declaring under arrest of - rancisco I. ceeded to put each of the swarras in in effect and would draw multitudes
A sale which has attracted wide ata
candidate in 1912. stimson is a Madero, Jr.. provisional president, a gum that was hui'riedly made, his in itself. Those who attanded the.
tention was put through at Farming- WOMAN AND. CHILD
.
...
...
close friend of Roosevelt and would the demand and acceptance of the de- effort being witnessed by almost
f summer school last year and saw the
ton, aan juan eoumy, wnen wnai
BREAK OUT OF JAIL.
was known as the Swartz estate was
not enter the cabinet of Taft at this mand that Madero's cabinet resign,
of the command standing at a illumination and Indian dance in the
GUILTY
sold in the interest of the territory to Man Arrested With Her Is to Be
late day and then work against Taft and for two hours threatening the de- safe distance. But this was not done weirdness of the summer night unstruction of the Juarez army as a until a great many soldiers bad al- der the starry sky, received an imthe nomination in 1912.
for
j. iu. rainier lor sie.zou. xne estate
Prosecuted for Adultery by His
concrete
will haunt them the rest
Democrats'
are
consists of 160 acres of land in the
The
fighting force.
up
"furnishing
most ripped their hats to,
Wife Daring Escape.
pieces pression that
Orozco Heads Rebellion.
most valuable section of the 'vicinity
OF
arms," for the statehood fight in the
fighting bees. Now the three stands of their lives. The writer would
f
mile west of the
Cannon twitted
House on Tuesday.
Juarez, Mex., May 13. The incipient are placed near the aerial division make almost any effort to witness the
lying about
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
rebellion arose in the force under
the
for
Democrats
the
city limits, and has good water rights.
preventing
headquarters and the men expect to scene again and to hear once more
Cheyenne, Wyo., May 13. Mabel
Mr. Swartz died without leaving a will
passing of Sulloway Bill increasing General Orozco, one of the fighting have plenty of honey in a short time, the thrumming of guitars under the
Rockford and
of Lar- Mrs. Florence M.
child
Con.
Dodge
and no heirs have been found to claim
the pension for veterans, especially leaders of the Madero army, and was for the camp is surrounded by thou- alders by the brookside accompanying
escaped last night from the
'
the estate and it escheated to the ter amie,
set for Monday. Adjournment was headed by Orozco himself. A demand sands of acres of flowers. Clark is Charles F. Ltimmis as he sang
William
of
victed
Killing
of
woman's quarters
the Laramie
till Tuesday and all soldiers was made upon provisional President a bee expert and is arranging a serritory.
made
county Jail, second story apartments.
Heath
Madero for food and money for his ies of
Will Fumigate Libraries.
reason.
know
The possibilities of the proposition
the
frames so that the honey can
a rope of
three
The task of fumigating five entire The woman made
ragged, hungry soldiers. Madero was be taken
as needed. It is safe are such, that one hesitates to write of
Will Talk Four Days.
to
away
lowered
child
the
blankets
and
the
unable to satisfy the demands at the! to
libraries may seem a gigantic one but
say, however if Clark had not been them with enthusiasm for fear of apher own escape by NO
Washington, D. C, May 13. The time, but his explanations were perFOR THE GRIME
it has to be faced by the department ground, and made
that at least two streets in pearing visionary, but the businesspresent,
to
one
roof
another
from
House
climbing
having
adjourned
yesterday
of education. The libraries, however,
emptorily thrown aside by the bellig- the maneuver
camp would have been men interested are going at it in a
of
at
feet
a
twelve
and
and
Senate
until
next
the
drop
taking
Tuesday
erent Orozco and Madero was deare not of the .Carnegie size. They
The
thoroughly businesslike way.
evacuated.
tofound
cannot
She
be
of Sentence Deferred until Monday, there was little legis- clared under arrest.
are the traveling libraries that have the last
road to the Rito will be placed in good
Imposing
lative activity at the capitol.
Madero Makes Promises.
been sent to the rural schools and day. A. R. Lewis, arrested with her,
condition at once. Estimates will be
to Allow. Motion For'
KILLS HIMSELF AFTER A
There will be a fight on the state
Finally the matter was settled by
the books having been read, they have is still in Jail, and the wife of the
secured as to the cost of tents and
PROTRACTED
SPREE.
man
will
Tuesshe
still
bill
called
contends
hood
is
when
it
prosecute
Appeal
Madero promising that the immediate
up
been cased and shipped back here.
will be
Negotiations
equipment.
day and Representative Flood, chair- needs of the soldiers would be atChief Clerk R. F. Asplund. of the de him for adultery.
opened with Judge A. J. Abbott to esTwo
in
in
Denver
Suicides
One
Day
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) man of the committee on territories, tended to and the insurrectos who had
tablish a commissary. These and othpartment of education will superin
Girl Drinks Carbolic Acid to Be
MASSACRE OF JEWS
expects the debate to continue for gathered in hundreds around headGuild Hall, Vermont, May 13.
er matters will be fully determined
tend, their fumigation for this is
Dead
With
Sister.
KIEV.
AT
THREATENED
quarters, dispersed.
Guilty of manslaughter was the ver- three or four days.
proceeding necessary before they can
upon at the meeting to be held on
13.
The
loss
of
Denver,
Colo.,
May
Hermosillo in Bad Shape.
be sent out again, books are splen
dict returned in the case of Mrs. FlorSenate Will Resume Balloting.
Monday evening, May 22. when organihis
as
of
in
position
charge
engineer
Ugly Rumors That Tomorrow is to Be ence M. Dodge of Lunenberg, on trial
Magdalena, Sonora, May 13. Unless
did germ carriers.
zation will be
All those,
Re13.
D.
the
May
C,
.Washington,
plant of the Western Packing interested shouldcompleted.
Marked By Attack on Hebrews
reinforcements arrive soon, Colonel
for the murder of William Heath of publican senatorial leaders
attend and as there
Reorganize National Guard Company
anWor-theso
H.
humiliated
today
Company,
Royal
in
'
Russian
Ojeda commanding the garrison of
Bloody
City.
is no disposition on the part of any
Captain W. F.Brogan of Albuquer
Dalton, N. H., Sept. 17, last.
nounced that balloting for president
35 years of 'age, that he ended
one to "hog" it all, those who wish to
que, who was recently appointed to
Mrs. Dodge stood impassive as the protempore of the Senate will be re- Hermosillo, consisting of two hun- his life
by taking morphine. Meeting subscribe
dred men, must face a most critical
command the National Guard com (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) verdict was read. Then she sank in
to a share or more of stock
of
In
sumed
absense
with
a
the
of
old
number
Monday.
acquaintances should
situation.
Kiev, Russia, May 13. Ugly rumors her seat beside her
Only s the most desperate
pany there, has formally assumed com
to L. A. Hughes or W.
Mrs. the vice
speak
Imdaughter,
president it would be
resistance can prevent the capture of Worthen offered to give them any en- Frank Owen, or Dr. Edgar L. Hewett
mand, and the. first, meeting of the of a threatened massacre of Jews to- Ida Bell, who has been her constant
considto
with
the
his
from
wish
proceed
joyment
possible
morrow
they
might
are
afloat.' It is reported that
the largest city in northwestern Mex
renewed organization will: be held in
or to
of the others interested in
companion during the trial. "
eration, of the resolution for the. elec ico by insurcectos. To add to the dif- - money. They chose liquor and Wor- - the any
me armory nexi j. uesaay evening. the Jews have divided the ' city into
proposition.
of sentence was deferred tion of senators by direct vote,
Imposing
with
started
a
out
there upon
ajjd liculties of his situation, the city isjthen
Charles Wakefield Browne, late of districts for organized self defense. to allow an appeal. Mrs. Dodge was
mere are no sur- protracted spree.
the Philippine constabulary, has been The government issued a proclama- remanded to the custody of the Bher- - it is possible to tie up that mater un poony iortmea.
JUDGE ABBOTT SENTENCES
Girl Drinks Carbolic Acid.
til the election is disposed of.
rounding trenches'. To the southwest
assigned to the company as first lieu tion saying that it would suppress disFOUR MEN AT TAOS
Two
weeks
28,
ago
Dickinson
Kathryn Geary,
there is a hill at the base of which
Why
Resigned.
tenant, and the two. officers propose orders with a firm band.
Heath, a painter, was shot and killNashville, Tenn., May 13. Deter- are the barracks, in which the garri- told Dr. George Brown that she into put every energy they possess into
tended to commit suicide in order to The May Term Was a Busy One and
ed while working in a bedroom at mination to quit public life when he son is quartered.
TRYING. TO DISCOURAGE
the organization and make of it
be with her sister, Alice, who died
There Will Be an Adjourned
home.. No one except reached three score years and to spend
ENLISTMENT IN ARMY.
'Hermosillo in Danger.
company of which the city of Albu
Session May 22.
Mrs. Dodge and Heath were in the the remainder of his days with his
'
Up the hill from the barracks is the two months ago at Oakes home. The
querque may well be proud.
occurred family, and in quiet business pur-- ! penitentiary and beyond It the city girl made good her threat by taking
Denver, May 13. Mysterious cir house when the shooting
Two . I ncorporations.' ..'
' Confidence in New Mexico is ex- culars are being spread' in Denver and no motive for the tragedy was suits, was the excuse given by Sec- water works. The hill is defended carbolic acid in her room at the Park
Attorney E. P. Davles has returned
,
corner Park avenue from Taos where he attended the
guns. If
pressed by 'the Insurance Sale Com- with the design of. dlseourageing en- set forth by the state. Mrs. Podge is retary of War Dickinson today for his only by two Colts rapid-fira listment
resignation from President Taft's the hill is captured by the rebels, the and Humboldt street.
into the federal army and a widow.
May term of court as assistant disI,
pany, a million and a half dollar
cabinet.
control of the water supply would fall
trict attorney. Judge Ira A. Abbott of
which filed incorporation papers the state militia as well; Tr.e print
Two Important Measures.
into their hands.' If reinforcements, GIRL KEEPS HER.,
in the territorial ''. secretary's
office ed circulars which have been pushed TEXAS CAPITOL NOT .
Albuquerque, presided in the absence
SUICIDE PROMISES. of Judge John R. McFie, who is in
r
on their way, are successful in reachthis morning naming Santa Fe as the under the doors of military authori
13.
PROTECTED AGAINST FIRE
The
Washington, D. C, May
No civil cases were
and ing Hermosillo, the defending force
Washington.
senate committee on privileges
place of business in New Mexico and ties and scattered at Fort Logan, con.
'
, tried but will be
E. C. Abbott as statutory agent. The vey such assertions as:
taken up at the ad
Many State institutions Have No Es--. elections today authorized Chairman will number about 1,200. The rebels Sequel of Death of Dr. W. R. C.
the Magazine Writer, Who
are mustering 2,000 for the assault,
journed session which meets on May
company is capitalized at $1,500,000
capes and Not a Foot of s Hose
Dillingham to appointed a
"Keep the boys out of the "army. It
Killed Himself.
22, with Judge M. C. Mechem presidon Senator Root's bill which and as the entire surrounding counWithin Tnem.
consisting of 1,500,000 shares at $1 is hell.
:.
'each and the Incorporators and the
' Wo man can fall lower than a
undertakes to prevent legislative try is In revolt, the force may be (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ing unless Judge John R. McFie
New York, N. Y., May 13. As a sefrom Washington before that
number of shares they own are as soldier. It is a depth beneath which 7 Dallas, Texas, May 13. Represen deadlocks by providing for the elec- double that number.
to the suicide two days ago of date.
or
quel
follows: John H. , Estes, Richmond, he cannot go.
tion
Cananea
a
S.
to
U.
senators
an
Reid
tative
Surrender.
of
Williams,
by
Dallas,
'
plurality
''."-Dr. W. R. C. Latson, physician and
Mo., 100; E. C. Petty of Cowgill, Mo.,
Cananea, Sonora, Mex., May 13.
Four prisoners were sentenced by
"A good soldier is a . blind, heart- nounces that he intends urging a leg vote and on the house campaign pubof the lack of licity bill. Many amendments to the Jose Carmelo and Tomas Lopez Lina-re- magazine writer. Miss Alta Marhov-ka- , Judge Abbott. Mr. Davies was the
100; Thomas F. Marshall, Marshall,
soulless, murderous machine." islative Investigation
less,
his
G.
to
A:
student
and
the various state publicity bill have been suggested.
aid, attempted
Mo., 100;
Hartley, Kansas City,
The men sentenced were
representing the federal governprosecutor.
Appended is a pledge,, which , says fire protection at
Mo., 100; G.,P. Hammen
Richmond, in part:
ment, who are in conference
with kill herself in her apartments, early Manuel Duran and Felix Muniz, each
eleemosynary and educational instituLong and Short Hiul.
'
Mo., 100; W. Irvjflg
Lke, Kansas ( "I refuse to kill yourjfather. ,1 re- tions as well as at the state house. Washington, D. C, May 13. Denial Juan Cabral, the rebel leaders, are un- today. She was taken unconscious sentenced to five years for manroom to a hospital slaughter; Juan Jesus
He declares that he recently made an was made today by the interstate com derstood to be negotiating for the sur- from a
City, 1,499.400 and E. C. Abbott, Santa fuse to
Lujan, crimislay;, your mother's json.'S'I
Fe, 100. The duration of the company refuse to wet the earth with . blbb5 inspection of the state capltol and merce commission of the request of render of Cananea.
It is said that where it was said recovery is ' un- nal assault on a 11. year old girl, 12
is for 50 years and the main object and blind
that there is not a foot of hose in the the A.. T. & S. F. railway to make only a few minor details remain to likely. Police decalre that the young years; Juan Trujillo, criminal assault,
with tears."."of the company is "to acquire by pur - As soon eyes
building, and apparently no effort has lower class freight rates between 121 be agreed upon and that Cabral un woman's act was undoubtedly part of 3 years.
as
was
it
one'
learned,
that
been made to protect this structure Paso, Texas, and phoenix, Ariz., than doubtedly will occupy' the town to a suicide pact with her friend and
chase, or manufacture machines and batch of these circulars
The grand jury returned twelve inbeen1:
dehaj
other devices patented or otherwise
fire. Many Institutions of the to intermediate points. The rates night without resistance.
teacher.
against
and the court had to hold
the
solddictments,
the
of
stroyed
headquarters
for the purpose of printing, selling iers and officials were
state have been quite as lax in the must conform to the long and short
Cananea Refuse to Surrender,
sessions to get through the
night
with
supplied
couand delivery , to the purchasers,
matter of Are protection.
Naco, Sonora, May 13. All of the BILL LANG WINS
haul provision of the law.
docket.
another.
fast automobiles have been sent from
pon and other tickets for indemnity
IN SIXTH ROUND.
to Bring Cattle In.
Wants,
Government
officers
are
investigatAttorney Charles C. Catron and Disaccident."
Arizona
TO
as
border
to
tor
HAT
PA88ING
B.
women
A.
Fall
against injury by
carry
attorney
points
Judge
Clerk Edward L. Safford are
trict
ing and if the senders of the circulars
,'.
i
RAISE TEN MILLIONS the Greene Cattle company, of Sonora, and children out of Cananea in anti Jack Lester, Protege of Burns, Broke
are found they may be prosecuted for
coming overland from Taos, and are
PRE8IOENT TAFT GUEST T
stock interests, has cipation of a rebel attack. An Assoc!
allied
"'
and
Deci
and
Got
Mexico,
Wrist,
Opponent
..
v::y
expected to arrive here tomorrow.
OF NEWARK MASONS. treason.
Prince Katsura Wants That Sum to asked permission of the president to ated Press correspondent, who made
sion.
the
conand
mile
to
Judge Abbott passed through here
Sick
to
Relieve
the
Poor
motor
Leased
New
of
the
cattle
Wire
drive
belonging
"
sixty
car (By Special
Mexican)
Journey by
i
.' Japan.
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) LADY DECIES MAKES
cern across the border into the United last night, found the citizens of CanaN. S. W., May 13. Bill last night on his way to Albuquerque.
;
Sydney,
SATISFACTORY RECOVERY.
Newark, N. J., May 13. The city Is
State until quiet is restored In Mexi- nea calm and the large number of Lang won bis fight with Jack Lester, Attorney George Volney Howard who
in holiday attire today to receive Pres (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) co. He claims that the insurrectos' Americans there prepared for any Tommy Burns protege, in the sixth attended the court has gone to Ojo
ident Taft, who wilt arrive late this
Juan Cabral demanded round tonight. Lester broke one of Caliente where bis family is spending
Toklo, May 13. Prince Katsura, principal article of diet is fresh meat eventuality.
afternoon to be the guest tor several London, Eng., May 13. Lady Dectes, premier and minister of finance, is and that the ranchers in northern the surrender of Cananea at 2:30 p. his wrists and was practically de- some weeks. Attorney J. H. Crist Is
"
hours of Newark Masons at the cele- who underwent an operation tor ap- leading a movement to obtain a fund Mexico are furnishing most of it, m. yesterday. Federal Colonel Chla-pa- c fenseless, Lang being given the deci- also back fromgTaos.
bration of the 150th anniversary of the pendicitis yesterday was reported as of $10,000,000 to be used for the relief
refused to surrender. Cabral then sion. Lang was the favorite In the Judge Abbott will Icivc tomorrow
local lodge.
making a satisfactory recovery.
of the sick and poor of Japan.
'sent a courier to the American con - betting.
(Continued on Pace 8.)
night for Gallup to hold district court.
of
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'Cascarets' End All
theMiserable Days

The Little Store

A

ten cent box insures you against a
Sick Headache, Biliousness, Constipation or a Bad Stomach
for a long time.
Primitive men did not need

DENVER BREAD

"The Best

Know In Every Loaf"

I

TRY IT

T EF!

Southern Corner Plaza,

v

WE

CO.

G

GIVE

REGISTER

Santa Fe.

TICKETS

WITH

Telephone

ALL

CASH

No. 40.

PURCHASES.

Cas-caret-

They lived outdoors, ate
plenty of fruit, and all of their food
was coarse.
We modern people are
different.
We exercise too little, eat
little fruit, and our food Is too fine,
too rich.
We can't have the bowels clogged
up and keep well. It means that the
food retained there decays. The decay
creates poison.
And those lioisons
are sucked into the blood through the
very ducts intended to such In the
So we must make our
nutriment.
choice.
We must live, to an extent,
like the primitive man, else we must
eat Cascarets.
Cascarets do what the right food
would do, what plenty of exercise
does.
The effect is as natural from
one as the other.
The question is
one of convenience.
If you choose
Cascarets, take them as you take food
not in large doses rarely, but a tablet
at a time. This is the way to keep
well. Get a ten cent box now.

S. ffl
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volleys of thunder made timorous
people shake in their boots. Though
the lightning played near Las Vegas,
is not reported a3 having struck
within the city limits.

I'.

1

Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who prepare
their systems in advance of baby's
coming. Unless the mother aids
nature in its
work the crisis
finds her system unequal to the demands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
ailments. No remedy is so truly a
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fail
to use it. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibres and muscles which
nature is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the inflammation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
Horse and Buggy Stolen.
Anatasio Sandoval, of Albuquerque, may not be safely met. Mother's
had a horse and buggy stolen from the Friend assures a speedy and complete
is
street in front of his office and driven recovery for the mother, and shethe
to Watrous, about 160 miles from Al- left a healthy woman to enjoy
of her
buquerque.
By road the distance is rearing
even greater. The trip was accom- child. Mother's lfATUEltfC
Friend is sold at rlUlilJDlCO
plished by two unidentified men between five minutes to nine Friday Write for our free FRIEND
night and the evening of the following book for expect-hors. ...
Sunday, when the exahusted
,.: muu.
t,
wuiciit. uuiiuiiua
ant iuOLiiers
S
and many sug- valuable
information,
N.
Ed
Wood
every respect intact, by
bury, a stable owner of Watrous.
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. Co.
outfit was standing in the middle of
the road. The lap robe and an old nrairio fir
nathmed here In ten
whip were left in their places.
minutes on my land. Kindly show
these flowers to H. B. Hening, secreInvalid for 27 Years.
tary of the bureau of immigration I
Mrs. Mary A. Bigler died yesterday ask this so that it may be known that
at her home on the mesa, nine miles New Mexico is in bloom The editors
east of Las Vegas. Mrs. Bigler had might pick out and keep the loco and
been a hopeless invalid for twenty-- j smartweed flowers, as there are 57
seven years. For over twenty-fiv- e
other different varieties soap weed,
years she had been entirely helpless, sotol and cactus of many varieties
being cared for with infinite tender- j and many others not yet in bloom,
ness and patience by her husband, C. These flowers go to show that we are
C. Bigler, who survives her. In addi- - not living in a desert, and where we
tion to her husband, Mrs. Bigler is, have moisture the land produces,
survived by four sons, three of whom Every one of these flowers produces
reside in Iowa and one in Illinois. Rev.
for reproduction.
Probably
E. C. Anderson, pastor of the First manv of thm aw wwiii. hut
shn
Methodist church, will conduct the and cattle eat them and as Shakestomorrow
afternoon.
funeral services
peare says of the "powerful grace
Interment will be in Masonic ceme- that lies
tery. An only daughter died sudden- "In herbs, plants, stones and their
ly a few months ago while with her
true qualities
father on a carriage trip.
For naught so vile that on the
earth doth live
Three Deaths at Wagon Mound.
But to the earth some special good
This has been a week of deaths at
doth give."
Wagon Mound, the grim reaper claimIf you want anything on eartn trj
ing three victims. Mrs. Miguel Val-de-z
died Thursday afternoon.
Death & New Mexican Want Art
was caused from blood poison, following child birth. Besides the husband,
$100 Reward $100.
four children are left to mourn, the
The readers of this paper will be
youngest being but a few days old. pleased to learn that there is at least
Juana Maria Vielpando, mother of one dreaded disease that
science
Abran Mares, died at her home. She has been able to cure in all its
old
was one of the best known
timers stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall's
in Mora county, and settled long be- Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure
fore there was any though of a town Catarrh
being a constitutional disease,
of Wagon Mound. She was about 80
a constitutional treatment.
requires
old
time
of
her death, Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
at the
years
and is survived by a large number of
the blood and
children and grand children.
She ly, acting directlyofupon
mucous surfaces
the system, therecame here from Taos county. The infoundation of the
fant child of Timoteo Cordova died by destroying the
and
the patient
disease,
giving
was
buried
in the WagTuesday and
strength by building up the constituon Mound cemetery yesterday.
tion and assisting nature in doing
The proprietors have so
its work.
BOUQUET OF
KINDS OF WILD FLOWERS. much faith in its curative powers
that they offer' One Hundred Dollars
Eastern Prairie Lands Are in Blos- for any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials. Address
som, and Mountain Valleys
Newspaper

Changes.

Several of the papers of Northern
New Mexico have .announced
that
the Pantagraph has been sold to A.
S Bushkevitz of Roy. This is an error. There was a deal on for the
sale of the Pantagraph, but it has not
been put through. Nolan, Mora county, is to have a newspaper all its own
in the near future, to be known as the
Nolan News.
were
Arrangements
completed for the paper the first of
the week, and as soon as the necessary equipment can be shipped from
Denver, the new paper will start.
Judge N. H. Rogers, an old time
newspaper man, will be in charge.

pre-nat-

al

Established

FRESH

EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS

CAKES

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

A

RHYME OF MOTHER.

woman
There's an old, bent-ove- r
That I'm dreaming of today;

She's not very much to look on.
For she's fading slow away;
She can't brag on her complexion,
In her hair's no glint of gold,
But I love her, yes, I love her
All the time as she grows old.

Groceries and Delicatessen

Ev'ry time I get a letter
I can see she's dropping back,
PHONE 191 BLACK
From a sentence sort o' rambling,
From a word perhaps 'twill lack.
I can see her hand was shaking
As she penned the note to me,
And there'll be some "i's" undotted.
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
And she'll seldom cross a "t."
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
All this tells me little mother
a power pumping plant cut of any windmill pump.
Won't be writing very long
To the boy that she believes in,
ANY BOY
Be he right or be he wrong.
CAN RUN
All this say3 she's slipping from me
Just a little, day by day,
THIS i
And that soon they'll lay her sleeping
Where the wrens and robins play.

the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly There's a heart that's beating for me
Way out in the West:
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
There's a prayer that's offered nightly
For the one she loves the best;
Price $70.00
Madison, Wis.
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your There's a hope that ever lingers
That he'll soon come home to stay,
work. For sale by
If can't be, but say he loves her
FRANK F. GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. Just a little more each day.
We guarantee

fob

WHOLESALE

&

r

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

Exchange.

AROUND

THE STATE

Rodriguez Found Guilty of Murder.
Francisco Rodriguez was found
guilty of murdering his wife at
Phoenix, Arizona, and the jury fixed
penalty at death.

Cowboys Arrested.
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
John Driggas and Roy Ellsworth,
two cowboys, were arrested yesterThe only exclusive
house in
Fe
day afternoon at Albuquerque on the
complaint of A. B. McMillen, charged
with stealing cattle from the ranch of
McMillen in Valencia county.

grain

Phone Black

Santa

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

4

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
.

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and

mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THOVIAS P. DELGADO, Mgr.

RIDE IN THE MOON

.
Big Lamb Crop.
"We are lambinsr 97
ner cent, this
spring and we are looking for one
of the most prosperous years we have
ever had, declared Isidoro Sandoval
who arrived yesterday in Albuquerque from his ranches on the Rio Puer-co- .
2

Rio Grande Rising.
The Rio Grande continues to rise,
slowly but steadily and instead of the
little winding thread of water that it
usually presents at some times of the
year, it 13 now a turbulent,
angry
stii.au.. strainine at its ha
QUias in different parts of the city
have overflowed and are giving considerable annoyance and trouble to
property-owner- s
by reason of the inundation of lots and houses. Albuquerque Herald.

THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING

VOIR HOME

j j
Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Carpets
Rugs

30 H.P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GA'SOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SNTA

FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

Thing It Didn't Happen Here.

Converting the streets into writ.
ble rivers and soaking the soil to a
depth of several inches, a heavv rain
fell yesterday. A severe hail and
electrical storm accompanied
the
rain. It ' is believed considerable
damage was done the fruit by the
falling pellets of ice. Several windows were broken in me city and
limbs and twigs were torn from the
trees. Vivid lightning and
crashing

MARCH

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213
V ".

IS'

THE

LEADING

Curtains
DRY

GOODS

HOUSE IN THE

P. O. Box 219

CITY

Phone No. 36 j
ft

j

'

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con"The editors might pick out and
stipation.
the
and
weed
smart
the
loco,"
keep
says Frank N. Page of Buchanan,
a
Guadalupe county, accompanying
collection
of
.
W. H. KERR
remarkably beautiful
wild flowers from the plains around
AGENT HUBBS .LAUNDRY.
Buchanan sent by express.
The Phone us, we will be glad to call for!
flowers were on exhibition in Albu- your laundry on Mondays and Tuesquerque
yesterday and attracted days and deliver on Thursdays and
much admiring attention. The let- Fridays.
ter from Mr. Page, who is V. S. Court , All work is
guaranteed; your socks
commissioner at Buchanan is as fol- are mended and buttons sewed on
lows:
your shirts without extra charge.
Buchanan, N. M., May 13.'
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Editor:
By today's express prepaid I send you sample bouquets of
'

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

'

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to core
any caso of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Pro
trading Piles In 6 to 14 days or money refunded, Me.

Phone 14.

-

Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
MRS. F. O, BROWN, AGENT
Phone Red No. 23

Phone Red No.

- WINDS

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Phone 14

Wood
Lump

CERRILL06

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. 8. F. Depot,

Telephone

Ask Yourselves

Steam Coal.
.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
X' V

Improved and unimproved City Properly, Orchards
aUdRancl.es; Also a number of the finest Frnit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Barf ain.

p
JALC
CAT

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
their orders in that line will surely
refer you to us. 'We have built up a
s
work
reputation for doing
in a short time and at a very moderate
We are pleased to receive
charge.
family trade, and assure you., beforehand of complete satisfaction. '

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE

high-clas-

'

For Best Laundry Work

If Its Hardware We Have It.

ea1

FOR

Imperial Laundry

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Are Aglow With Bloom.

101

Washington Ave

Julius Muralter
TAILOR.

23

Cor. Palace and Washington

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Stajie
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Hones

c

"Phone 9

CHA5. CL0S50N

kfeUIBJ LL
Am

Avenues

CHAPS

Chapped, red, roughcracked and inflamed skin is tisuallytlie result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
'
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.
.
.,
5

'

FOR HALF A CENTURY

Duplex Scrim
Radium Cloth.
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim

'

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Had to Nurse Lilac Bush.
La Salle Restaurtan
For the first time in five yers the
Persian lilac bush in the Plaza park
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
i3 in bloom. The flowers have a peTelephone 11.
culiar purple color that is pleasing
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
to the eye and are extremely
fragrant.
For several years the bush has borne Regular Meals 25 Cents
no flowers owing to the fact that the
Short Order at all Hours
spring frosts have injured it. This
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
spring several of the ladies of the Freneh Noodle Order 20c. a dish
park took especial pains to care for
New York Chop Suey 50c.
the bush. They covered It ud on ev-enings when frost was
expected,
tucking it away to bed like a babv.
Their reward has been the beautiful
blossoms. Las Vegas Optic.
Good

BROS. GO.

Puritan Art Draperies

ei

FIFTY-SEVE-

FOOD.

190

Incorporated

SEW

i

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

1856.

book's Pharmacy
Phone 213

TEE
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YfOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

The Froof That Santa Fe Readers
Cannot Deny.
What could furnish stronger evi
dence of the efficiency of any remedy
than the test of time? Thousands of
people testify that Doan's Kidney

arrival ot Pills cure permanently.
arrive at
Home endorsement should prove undoubtedly the merit of this remedy,
any other tears ago your friends and neighbors
and good testified to the relief they had derived
from the use of Doan's Kidney Pills.
Turner a.e.to ij.je
They now confirm their testimonials.
They say time has completed the test.
SST
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St. Santa Fe. N. M says: "In
September, 1906. I procured Doan's
Kidney Pills and used them for backWe Have Built Up
ache which had been a source of much
annoyance. In the morning when 1
arose my back was so lame and painful that I could hardly stoop. I knew
that my trouble was due to disordered
kidneys and I was finally led to try
Doan's Kidney Pills, by the good reports I heard about them. The contents of one box drove away all my
pains and I am happy to state that my
cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MllburNew York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Leaves Barranca on the
fae north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

Emy

FARE

$5.00

AGE THREB

FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE, N. TL

perts, giving their entire time to visiting different cities, studying their
HHT
needs and possibilities
and helping
each to work out its own problems.
There are '4n0 cities just locating
EGYPT?"
playgrounds, or are in the early
stages of their work, and only three
field secretaries for all America!
of the association for
Article by Miss Agnes C. Millions Spent to Give the thisTheyearbudget
is $5.00o.
There is no enChildren a Chance to
dowment or guarantee fund.
Laut That Will Bring
Every
dollar for its work is secured in volHere Multitudes
Play
At a meetuntary contributions.
ing of the board of directors at Hull
January 23rd, repBEST KIND Of ADVERTISING NEW GOSPEL OF RECREATION house, Chicago,
resentatives from many cities came
long distances to confer with Joseph
In
Five Lee, Jane Addams and others reIt Will Go Into Magazines That Work Accomplished
garding plans for an energetic camMi

13 CERTAIN

THIS

SA.TTTA

Mill

6010

Have Not Only Thousands
But Millions of Readers.

PLAYGROUNDS

nc

Years Shows That Nation Was

,

Ripe For Movement.

paign which should equip the association for meeting growing
demands
upon it. The need was so obvious to
those most familiar with the work
that several playground workers on
small salaries have raised their own
One
contributions from $3 to $10.
school principal who could not give
money arranged to give ten lectures,
the proceeds of which shall go to
the association. Two New York men
raised their pledges from $100 each to
$1,000 each. The president of the association increased his pledge from
If the whole country
$250 to $3,500.
responds as enthusiastically as the
leading workers have, the Playgroun
Association of America will be ahle
to keep pace with the growth of the
playground movement.

Andrew Carnegie once suggested as an epitaph for his
(By Howard Braucher, secretary of
"Why go to Egypt," is the title of
an article that will appear in the Sat the Playground association of Ameriown tombstone what he said was the secret of his success :
urday Evening Post, shortly, describ ca.)
" Here lies a man who surrounded himself with men
Are the people of the United States
ing the beautiful scenery of the Na
than himself."
abler
In three
tional Forests of New Mexico, and the interested in playgrounds?
able people are working for you, scientists, inventors,
of
the
office
Many
many
our
weeks in December, 1!U0,
picturesque antiqueness
manufacturers, all trying to make something you wanL Do you use
letters
pueblo ruins and cave dwellings in received over one thousand
their brains and their efforts "surround yourself with them" or do
the territory, from the pen of Miss from all parts of the country asking
Last
Agnes C. Laut, of New York city, about playground
problems.
you plod along by yourself, years behind the times?
who is now in this section obtaining June, when the Playground associaTake your own home. Have you your share of modern immaterial for a series of articles for a tion of America held its congress at
One
provements there money-savindozen of the most prominent of Rochester, over four thousand people
of the most important of these is a New Perfection Oil Cook-stovAmerican monthly publications.
A New Perfection dove never overhets kitchen. It ve your tiength. h
were present at some of the sessions,
lavet fuel and time. With the New Perfection oven with the glut doori you can
Miss Laut came to New Mexico yet, the association was not organizgo on with your ironing or any other work, and still be iure at a glance the joint is
about three weeks ago with the main ed until 1906.
Mftde wilh
2 and 3 burner,, with
roasting properly.
of
idea of describing the beauties
Its purpose is to promote normal,
lonf, lurquoMe blue enameled chonneyf.
finished
HandMinely
throughout. Ine
WE HANDLE LUMBER
this section from the standpoint of wholesome play and public recreation.
- and
Moves can be had with or
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
in large quantities and have every
without a cabinet top, which it ailed with
the tourist, as a field for tourist en- At first all the strength of the associa- COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Automobile
Connections made with
drop shelves, towel racks, etc.
modern facility for furnishing the
In the course of her sys- tion was concentrated on securing
I
joyment.
Dealers everywhere
or write for
CLOSE FOR THE TERM.
yijifr i T I!
line at Vaughn lor Roswell, dally. tematic journeyings she purposed to
circular to the nearest
very beat rough or dressed
In
90
children.
for
1907,
ageacf
playgrounds
Rosfor
Automobile
leaves
Vaughn
Lumber
in the Jemez and Pecos forests cities had playgrounds.
In 1909 "he Successful and
stay
Sessions
Oil
Ros
Continental
at
Satisfactory
Company
of every description. Wo are thus well at 8:30 a. m. und arrives
not more than four days at the out- number had risen to 320. This year
Have Be;n Held in Most of
( Incorporated )
enabled to make the very beat price well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves side and instead stayed two weeks, the roster of cities will be about
the Districts.
for Lumber ot such high grade. Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The enthralled with the natural beauty Of 500.
We will be pleased to figure on your fare between Santa F and Torrance the scenery, and the possibilities of
for
of
success
the playgrounds
The
County School Superintendent John
contracts.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and the country from the standpoint, children created demand for recreaV. Conway today received the last
less checks and in the first was fined
Reserve seats on auto both of the student of nature and the tion centers for
Roswell $10.
grown people. Cities term reports
In the second he
Cerrillos
from
the
$500 and costs.
S'ockard.
W.
wire.
J.
mobile by
archaeologist.
found that the most effective means school districts. The schools at CerEDITORIAL FLASHES
was given a ien sentence of from one
bad
dance halls, rillos closed
"I cannot understand." said Miss of fighting low dives,
to three years suspended until such
yesterday. The teachers
Laut in speaking of the matter "why and other vicious pleasure resorts is were J. T. Dotts, principal, and Felipe
time as he should ever commit a
people should go abroad to find sub- in opening the public school building, Quintana, assistant.
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Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly, ally, giving a detailed summary of
ly a week every month.
of
REGENTS! A. CANON President,
have taken Cardui,' I feel better than
the playground
CHIEF JUSTICE POPE
,m.
ueorge, ironaaie, Ala., was developments
bothered with . kidney
V reskteat
preceding
ADMONISHES DRUGGIST. I hav. for years." You can rely on
trouble for movement during each
'oley Kidney Pi.is aiso take hold ot
Cardui.
It acts on the womanly orT was persuaded to twelve months.
Special studies of ycur system and help you to rid yourmany years.
WHITE, Treasarer;
are self of your dragging backache, dull Warns Him Against Illegally Dispen- gans and helps the system to regain
W.M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
try Foley's Kidney Remedy, and be equipment and other problems
fore taking it three days i could feel circulated so that the entire country headache, nervousness, impaired eyeits normal state of health, In a naand W. A. FES1AY.
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avoid
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costly
way.
Which
effects.
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experiments.
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Just
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left
and
all
from
the
ills
pain
Dry.
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For particulars and Illustrated cata
resulting
my back, my kidney action cleared tern slides, cuts and photographs are the impaired action of your kidneys
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ktcue address. Cot JAS, W. WILSON,
Sol. M. Owen,- - in district court at up womanly strength in a natural
up and I am so much better I do not loaned for special campaigns.
and bladder.
Remember it Is Foley
Saperiateadeat hesitate to recommend Foley Kidney
The association has three play Kidney Pills that do this. For sale Roswell pleaded guilty in two of the way.
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Purely vegetable.
For sale by all druggists. ' ground efficiency engineers, or ex- by all druggists.
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R. 3 PALEN,
J. B. READ. Cashier.
THEODORE N. ESPE
HARRY D. MOt'LTON
The indirect benefit to- the comL.A. HU0ME5,
P. McKANE. Assistant CasMer.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
munity will be much greater. Every
MOULTON-ESP- E
Editor and President.
businessman will profit by the bring- JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurefing here and to the Rito of outside
visitors, property values will be enEntered as Second Clasi Mattel1 at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
hanced, more than one visitor will
5anta Fe, New Mexico
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.50 be so charmed with Santa Fe and surDcily, six months, by mail
25
carrier
sumweek,
by
Daily, per
OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
1.00 roundings that he will make, his
THE CONTINENTAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Weekly, six months
mer home here year after year or send
Daily, per aionth, by carrier... .75
2.00
MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
year
Weekly,
per
, .65
some one here to make his home. The
Daily, per month, by mail
50 schools will benefit by receiving pu7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Net surplus is the supreme test of a fire company's strength.
Oaily, per year, by mail
The Continental's net surplus protecting American policy holders is
.
pils from families that have attended the summer school and thus, there
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
larger than the net surplus of any other company.
is not one interest that will not eventIt is sent to ually reap a big harvest from the
The New Mexican is the oldest, newspaper !n New Mexico.
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intelligent
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Santa Fe, are planting by organizing MANY STREET IMPROVEMENTS
REAL DISAPPOINTMENT.,
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
a stock company with modest capital
ARE BEING MADE.
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domesstocks
to do the work, for which Santa Fe
A prominent business man in a
i has been waiting the past few years.
tic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
Santa Fe is Going to Be Made a City western state found it necessary on
s
one occasion to defeat a bill pending
Beautiful Under Mayor
money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
In the legislature. He went to a lobPLAY GROUNDS.
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reds of men familiar with farming
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The report of the activities of the
To be pitied is the man or woman
Interest allowed en time deposits at the rate of four per cent
der both conditions who freely state Playground association of America, ta Fe. That is the slogan of Mayor prevent its becoming a law at any
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another
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that Seligman
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It ditions and adapt your methods of Santa Fe is none too page, in
Instructions and the measure did not
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It is a prayer and a benediction, it farming
The to the lobbyist, "but if that bill had
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of creating recreation places, cisco street to the Cathedral.
with safety and the principles of sound banking.
consistent
purpose
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more beautiful as life advances
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There semi-arimore holy as age creeps on.
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To grow though the latter be more necessary.
is love of many kinds, but no love thing as "dry farming."
The work of opening Otero street more money out of you." Popular
like Mother's unless it be the love of crops you must have moisture. It Viewing the purpose and object of from
Marcy to Hillside avenue is go- Magazine.
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is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
Roswell light battery, returned last
'A
j every
Rolls,
Blandy
Laughlin,
uavies,
but
did
me
no
it
day,
good,
delightful.
night from San Antonio, Texas, where
All of us know that oats Is the world's standard for real nourish- Finally, he advised an operation, but
he has been attending the army man Brooks, Uilson, and Miss Atkinson.
1 would
ment and Kookt-Otnot consent, and instead
represents the best form of oats that has ever
euvers under orders from the war
winner.
took
A
am
I
Cardui.
Now
Been
produced.
about
going
department Roswell Daily Record.
A "progressive dinner" replete with the house, doing my work, and even
A card party will be given Monday
it
Try a Package
Cardui
worked
by Mrs. Henry Woodruff at her home novel features and at the same time do my washing.
I am in better
on Lincoln avenue in honor of Mrs. beautifully appointed, was given by a wonders in my case.
A
Charles M. SitHiffer of this city and number of well known Santa Feans health than for five years."
Cardui
Mrs. 3. PK Lyng of Raton, and for Thursday night in honor of Mrs. is a strengthening tonic for women.
Fanny G. Britton, of Cleveland, Ohio, It relieves pain, tones up the nerves,
merly of Santa Fe.
A
B. D. Irons, the typewriter expert, and aunt of Mrs. Arthur Seligman, builds strength.
At your
Try It.
'
who has been here for the past week, wife of Santa Fe's mayor. The guests druggist's.
were Mrs. Britton, Mr. and Mrs. Nawill leave tomorrow for Las Vegas.
(
than Jaffa, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Abbott,
Archbishop j. B. Pltaval is In New
'
York city where he will preach at Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Moulton, Mr. and
several of the large churches before Mrs. S. Spitz. Mr. and Mrs. James
for Europe.
Seligman, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Seligi! sailing
The Thirteen Club is meeting this man. Dr. and Mrs. John H. Sloan,
"QUALITY & PURITY" J
afternoon at the home of Mrs. F. E. Mrs. R. P. Ervien, Mr. and Mrs. S.
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
Nuding, who is one of the most popu G. Cartwright, Miss Richie Seligman,
BeFe
in
Santa
hostesses
lar
society.
and John W. March.
sides- the members of the club the
Four automobiles were pressed InAND
guests are Mrs. J. P. Lyng of Raton, to service to take ''the guests from
Miss Massie,. Mrs. W. G. Sargent and
place to place, only one course of the
Mrs. A. J. Fischer.
dinner being served at each home. The I
Also for youi
In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized.
C.
Roberts, member of the terri dinner began at the bungalow of Dr.
torial supreme court and district judge and Mro Slnnn nn CorrillnH
Waists and Qowns, we have
mad.
for the counties of San Miguel, Mora'
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
grape fruit and cocktails made
and Colfax, spent today In Albuquer
were
The
course.
the
guests
EVERYTHING
opening
que on legal' business and will leave seated
at small tables, two
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.
tonight . for Las Vegas. Albuquerqus at
4
each, and the room was tastefully
Herald
A
Little
decorated with white lilacs.
Dr. E L. Hewett, director of the
candles at each table added to the
School .of American Archaeology
in
scene.
At the conclu-this city, will leave this evening for beauty of the
first course a maid enter-sion
of
the
Boulder, Colorado, where he will lec
to the hostess who
ture the next two weeks at the Uni cd and whispered
arose with feigned embarrassment:
on
of
American Ar
Colorado,
versity
and stated that the servants had re
chaeology.
to serve the remainder of the
Rev. J. M. Whitlock of Lumberton, fused
the
Rib "Arriba1 county, and of Taos, and dinner." With many apologies,
kind indulgence
his daughter, passed through Santa hostess begged the
$ Come down and look at him in our window. He is known and sold the
of the guest of honor, Mrs. Britton,
Fe; today on their way to , Atlantic who
friends
her
reassured
wona oyer ior $.au.
a ucw ime hkuiuui pint
gracefully
$
y
City N:, 3., to attend the meeting of
ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS
the' general assembly of the Presby that she was not at all annoyed at
was
.Mrs.
Britton
this turn In affairs.
terian church.
ft
Plans
Champagne, Wine & Water Glasses Water Pitchers etc
surprised, however.
T. J. Sawyer, assistant manager of visibly
and some one sugdiscussed
were
S",I
the American" Lumber Company,
is
finished at a
4
here from Albuquerque and is regis- gested that the meal be
DRUGGISTS
volunMrs. Jaffa, however,
hotel.
4
tered at the Montezuma hotel.
next course at her
E,iB. VanHorn of the caftle sani teered to serve the
West Side Plaza J
Phone Red 161
soon the autos were
morn own home, and
tary Jboard,: came
Palace avenue.
up
4
speeding
Fe
Santa
from
and
will
ssv
ing
spend
;i
Soup.
eral days here on business. Estancia
The Jaffa residence was prettily
;
News."
It was a fine meeting, the regular decorated with tulips, and, strange
session of the Woman's Club at the to say, the table was set for
Also olives,
.
WE ARE NOW READY TO
Carnegie library yesterday afternoon. 20 and soup was served.
& CAR PAINTING
Mrs. William H. Pope was the leader radishes, and other appetizers. Sherry CARRIAGE
of the day and she .talked of "Eng- wine was also served.
This course finished some one sug
SIGN WRITING
land as a World Power." Mrs. Pope
had a splendid paper and with maps gested eating the remainder of the
and charts had prepared a most in- dinner at a hotel and then going to
First Class Work Guaranteed
PRICES-ASFOR THEM
K
INTRODUCTORY
teresting study. She reads well and the. moving picture show, but Mrs.
this added greatly to the interest of Ervien requested the pleasure of
CARDS AND NOVELTIES
the afternoon. It is said by many to serving fish at her residence. This
LACASSAGNE
have been one of the best programs suggestion met with hearty response PAUL
'
of the passing season. Roswell Daily and by the time the guests arrived
309 San Francisco
i
:
Record. .'
."
at the Ervien home, Mrs. Britton saw
.
Street
General Charles F. Easley returned through the cleverly
planned sur-MTaos
was
from
out
Ervien
of
the
where he prise.
last; evening
-'

CAPITAL 850,000.00
.
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Your Patronage Solicited

FOR

House and Street

MISS A. MUGLER

j

... H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
President
w.'E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier

. B. lAUGHLIN,

A

"

-

Line

m

i

Da-;e-

....

j

!

,

INSURANCE

'

Real Estate

i

(City

I

Property-Ranch-

i

dew-fille-

etc. Renting)

es

'

--

-

-

"

i

j

i

o

New-Nobby-Styli-

C. WATSON & CO.

0.

d

!

Surety Bonds

I

$5.00 up
$1.50 up
to $2.00
$3.50
$5.00
$1.65 to $2.50
$2.00
$3.00
$2.50

j

j

1

Boiler)

$12.00

$8.00

T-

and Snappy

sh

Prices

!

'

Offices

11?

Santa Fe, New .Mexico

San Francisco St..

v

Surprise Everybody

;

j

Wagton

SPRING

THE

WE

'

AFlesher

j

;

J
i

ould
brings with it a desire for the outdoor life. Children particularly
enjoy the pleasures of spring and they can in our CHILDREN SULKIES
which are light, durable and just suited to give the babes an outing.
Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Tables,
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.

V

j
j

;

i

3AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE
--

CO.

the-sof-

j

.

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

DIRECTORS 4

FUNERAL

kome!ijM

nn

.,,wo

A NEW BREAKFAST
READY-TO-EA-

REMEMBER THIS!
We Bond More People
Than Any Other Company
In the World!
SURETY

NATIONAL

FOOD

T

e

i

COMPANY

Santa Fe Abstractr Realty fr Insurance Agency;
Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Phone Black No. 52,

!

Arkansas Strawberries

H. S.

KAUNE

& CO.

-

h

I

We' have all the latest styles in
Women's & Men's fine Stockings

RELIABLE"

tete-a-tet- e

$
!jf
il
)

1

PLANTS, Fruit in Season. Wedding
Ctlt FlOWerS
ana aole Bouquets ana Decorations.
A Specialty Funeral Designs.
Out of town orders given careful attention." An extra charge of 25c
.'
...
for packing on orders under $3.00.
,

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
ij

Phone Black

a

:

12.

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

BETTER

1

FOR

?.

:

j

PFLUEGeT

JOHN

"ALWAYS

i

I

:

FOULARDS

PONGEES

-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

LESS:

f

Have You Seen BIG bfcMr
v

l BUTT

BROS.

CO. :

h.

C. YONTZ,

S--

--

'

'

.

THE VAUQHAN RANCH
y

c

(Old

Sparks Rfcnch)

v

-

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best ol Food
Cold
No Invalids

!'

5

Best of Beds

.

Pure Spring Water
$15 a Week
v

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Qhost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph Glorieta

"

Write Pecos

Frame Your Pictures

P.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

r.

CONTINUOUS? SERVICE
SOLE AGENTS

WIRE

FOR

UP

THOSE

DARK

DAY

AND

PLACES

Electric Irons That Stay Hot

Electric Toasters

mi

3

"

' Water Heaters and Percolaters

Santa Fe Water and Light Company

torn io3iHW3j&Km inum mimmwmmm

3 Otii

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Elettric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric : Tea Pots

iWMWitMliHffttsaSlaaa

i
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Housework Drudgery

Louis Rocky ML

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

In effect Sept, 1st

(Read Down)

STATIONS

Miles

1!'

1

m

o

7 30
7 40
05
8 20
35
o
50
9 10
9 35
10 00

4
11
16
20
25
81
42
49
0
7

2 30
2 47

7

8 07
3 45

'

Kuinaluo-.-

68

K
82

.94

.

SPreston
. Koehler Junction

48
65

10 15
9 49
8 55

.

Koohler.

9 05

llColfax

8 20
8 02

pm

pm

Palace.

JOonneots at Colfax with E. P. & 8, W. Ry, train both North' and Sootu.3
SStage for Van Houten V, M, meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
Stage leaves Uto Park, N, M., for ffillzabethtown, N. M., at 9;00 a. m, dally excecZ Omaha.
undays, Fare ii uo one way $3.50 round trip: fifty pound baggaze carried free.
Das Moines, N, M-- . for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the
O. & S. train leave
4:88

B.

C. G. DEDMAN,

J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,

Superintendent

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

JZZZTltt

ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

THE-BE-

EAST

ST

OR

J. Campbell. Joliet,

111.';
F. C.
Searle, .El Paso; T. S. Sawyer, Albu
querque; Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Phillips,
Truchas; F. Hupwell, Lincoln, Neb.;
Venceslao Jaramillo, El Rito; Stewart
Van Vliet, City; Miss L. Orth, Detroit,
Mich.; Miss A. Furnell, Ann Arbor;
H. H. Brook, Buckman; Thomas M.
Gardner, Albuquerque.

an Afternoon Nap, the
Off and Tip Them
Liberally When They Work.

Evenings

Montclair, N. J., May 13. How to
obtain a perfect servant for general
work or an entire corps, as well as
the way to keep them happy and contented, was explained to housewives
of Montclair, N. J. At the close of the
meeting in the First Methodist Episcopal church everybody present declared Mrs. Mary B. Gray, the Newark lecturer, had at last found the
answer to the servant problem. ,
The solution Is in the form of a

club, to which domestics
Coronado.
and housewives of New Jersey will be
Whit-lock
J. O. Garcia, Velarde; John
as members, and which will
and Miss Whitlock, Lumberton; eligible
take care of the ever increasing supI. Huffman, Monte Vista, Colo.
ply and demand feature of the ser-

Warning to Railroad Men.
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,
sends out this warning to railroaders:
"A
conductor on the railroad my
work caused a chronic inflamation of
the kidneys, and I was miserable and
ali played out.
A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
I commenced taking them, I began
to regain my strength.
The infiama-matioCleared and I am far better
than I have been for twenty years.
The weakness and dizzy spells are
a thing of the past and I, highly
recommend Foley Kidney Pills." For
sale by all druggists.

vant girl market.
Mrs. Gray spoke before the Research club of Montclair, and at the
beginning said she had tried the
moral and culinary uplift work among
servants, and had found it a failure
unless the housewives lent their as-

sistance.
"This work must be

she said.
"And under the system I
di
propose servants will receive
plomas, wages will be uniform and
the treatment of servants by their employers will be standardized."
"Grant afternoon naps to keep
them in good spirits.
"Allow girls nights off with no
LETTER LI8T.
scolding for staying out late.
"Give presents of money frequently
List of letters remaining uncalled as incentive for employes to remain.
for in the postofftce at Santa Fe, N
"Bestow rewards after houseclean-inM., for the week ending May 14, 1911.
as appreciation of hard work."
If not called for within two weeks
they will be sent, to the dead letter
In the Wake of the Measles.
office at Washington.
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
Tlaridi, Gulupita.
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
Anaya, Lionor.
The result was a severe cough which
Bargas, Manuel.
grew worse and he could not sleep
Black, W. J.
She says: "One bottle of Foley Honey
Chaves, Clotilde.
and Tar Compound completely cured
Cozier, Geo. W.
him and he has never been bothered
Clark, E. A.
since. Croup, whooping cough, measFarlow, Dr. Chas. F.
les cough, all yield to Foley's Honey
Eming, F. M.
and Tar Compound. The genuine
Hotel Claire.
is in the yellow packages always. ReMr.
D.
M.
Hover,
fuse substitutes.
For sale by all
Holderle, Fred.
druggists.
Martinez, Gregorio.
Ortiz, Celestino.
DRAMATIC RECITAL PROVED
James, Patricio.
A GREAT SUCCESS.
Prada Canuto.
Padilla, Julia. .
Mme. Le Boeuf Mitchell Scored in DiaRoybal, Delfina.
lect Reading John Hunt ReTortolita, Manuel.
ceived an Ovation.
Marcus
L.
Veal,
Vinson, Dan.
The dramatic recital of Mme. Le
Wharton, Miss Olive.
Boeuf Mitchell, "La Petite Creole" of
Whitman, Jennie.
In calling for these letters please Albuquerque at the Elks' theater last
state whether "advertised" or net. night drew a fair sized audience and
the entertainment was voted a great
E. C. Burke, Postmaster.
success. Mrs. Mitchell was especially
good in her reading "The Old SouthSermon."
Her enunciation was
XXXXXXXXXXXX ern
excellent and her mastery of the
southern dialect complete.
iShe was ably assisted by Mrs. Brin-soand Miss L. Rogers, Mrs. William
E. Parson, Mrs. George Parson, J. H.
McCline, Theodore Marshall and Miss
V. Slaughter, who sang, played or recited and brought down the house.
Ah yes, there was also John G.
Hunt, whose versatility is well known.
Mr. Hunt played the part of the dainty
soubrette, singing a song about roses,
a large bouquet of which he fondled
tenderly in his arras as he cast languishing glances at them. The apALBUQUERQUE, N, M.
plause lasted for four minutes and Mr.
Hunt had to respond to an encore. He
17-18
also sang "My Dear" which elicited
One and one fifth fare from all points in wild applause.
New Mexico, also El Paso and Trinidad
The program concluded with a
"Rock of Ages" by Mrs.
to Albuquerque and return.
Mitchell.
The talent displayed by every one
came on the stage caused favor
able comment and it was gratifying
From Santa Fe, N. M.
to see the number of beautiful bouDates of Sale May 15, 16, 17.
quets sent to those before the footReturn Limit, May 20th, 1911 lights.
n

WEST

ROUTE

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

f. p. Agt.
El Paso Texas.

g

When Going

EAST

WEST

or

USE THE

DIOGPANDB;
SHORTEST LINE TO

Colorado

Denver,

Springs and Pueblo

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT

NEW

MEXICAN

BUILDING

OR

UNION

n

DEPOT

G. A. R.

before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M.

(IDS

PROFESSIONAL

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Attorneys-at-La-

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Pe.

-

-

-

IU

i

lJe

as before tn
New Mexico he terrttory.
Las Cruces,
wel1

iri j, ourt. as
Supreme Court of

,

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

New Mexico.

PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments
Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Laids,
Taos,
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
C. W. G. WARD
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
Territorial District Attorn y
and
other
Business
Opportunities
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico. throughout Taos county.
Las Vegas,
Bank References Furnished
Mining and Land

Law.
New Mexico.

Taos,
New Mexico.
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
Land Department.
College of Chicago.
Land grants and titles examined.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Santu Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-cia-,,
Dentistry a Specialty
N. M.
Office:
East side of plaza, corner
o Frisco and Shelby Sts.
E. C. ABBOTT
Phone Red 138.
Attorney-at-LaPractice in the District and SuHerewith are some bargains offered
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful by the New
Mexlcan Printing comto
all business.
attention given
New Mexico pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Santa Fe.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, 11; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
HARRY D. MOULTON
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings.
$6; the two for $10.
Attorney-at-LaAdapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;.
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible
Santa Fe, N. M. '
Cover Pockt Dockets, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each.
New
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty M'xlcb Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation Lays, 75 c. ComG. W. PRICHARD
pilation Mining Laws, K0 c
Money's
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
and gives special attention to cases sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.

ENCAMPMENT
May

e

$4.15

"Santa Fe All The Way"

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

INDIANS WILL HOLD
INTERESTING

J.

CONTESTS.

General

Assembly

Presbyterian Church
May

I7th-Ju- ne

1st.

$91.30
Round Trip Rate From
SANTA FE, N. M.

Dates of sale, May
Return Limit,

June 4th,

14-1-

6

1911

Take the Santa Fe
9

to Chicago

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

18 Will Likely
Draw Large Crowd Ball Game
in Afternoon. ,

The track meet wnich marks the
commencement exercises of the U.
Indian Industrial school here has
been well arranged. The meet be
gins at 10 a. m. and will end by 1 p
m. on Thursday and will be under the
direction of W. B. Beyer, director. At
3 p. m. a ball game will take
place
between the Indians and St. Michael's
college.
The program of the meet is as follows:
100 yard dash (for boys under
16
years of age.)
100 yard dash (for boys over 16 years
of age.)
Shot put (16 pound shot.)
1 mile race.
Pole vault.
1 mile
relay race.
Running broad jump, v
Running high jump.
120 yard low hurdle.
Tug of War Indian School vs. St.
Michael's College.
2 mile race, open to all.
.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want AX

m

ana tnonld know
About the wonderful
. "mu!U

utMAHVELWh r naSnra.
JKfst.ll oslcopTeit-

Pleasures oi life and robbed of the
chance to compete with other more
favored ones, but may with
perfect
justice point the accusing finger at
every voter who, by his vote and his
influence brought about the burdens
the suffering and neglect which has
blasted their lives.
We cannot consent to these condi-tioncast all our influence for them,
talk for them, defend them and vote'
for them and then wriggle out of the
responsibility of their existing, or our
part in the causes producing the long
list of crimes, voices, poverty, suffering and deaths that unceasingly flow
from the saloon.

One day by
venom's tongue
His name was stung,
He cried aloud, nor dreamed the
We make no excuses, and may suclie was spawn
ceed in stifling our conscience with
Of thoughts long gone.
i plausible
but it
fictions,
never
Each mental wave we send out from changes the effects produced by our
actions, and while we may succeed
the mind.
living in tolerable comfort here with
Or base, or kind.
Completes its circuit, then with add- ourselves and comrades in complici
ty, a time of accounting will arrive.
ed force
When the day of settlement arrives
Seeks its own source.
and our part in the "Agreement and
K!!!a Wheeler Wilcox.
To those who read the daily papers Covenant" is brought into the light
of that day we may well be appalled
of our territory it must be borne in
at some of the consequences that will
one
is
minds
that
there
upon their
cause repeated over and over for confront us. That we "did not in"did not expect" to have to anthe various crimes chronicled from tend,"
swer for all. these consequences will
to
Constant
day.
day
repitition not
change the law that brought them
should make an impression, and the
statement that the murderer was about. They are the effect of certain
causes which we helped to produce.
drunk, or the crime was the result of
We do not believe chat, if the ordina drunken brawl, ought to make us
voter who holds in his hands a
ary
consider. It is a commentary on the
effect of the saloon on our civiliza- ballot "for license," could have a vifollowing
tion that speaks louder than volumes sion of the consequences
his action, extending on through the
of sermons.
years and into the unknown centuries
No one disputes these facts, no arahead could see the ruined homes,
from
saloons
the
ticles appear
deny- blasted
lives, hungry children, dead
ing their part in the tragedies, it is faces, demon haunted
wretches, the
so patent no one thinks of making
inmates of the prisons, the suicides,
simor
is
defense
it
denial,
any
just
the victim writhing in the electrical
ply permitted to continue
right on chair; could read the
tortured
adding crime to crime, court cost hearts of wives and
mothers, could
to court cost, filling our jails and pengather their tears and count their
itentiaries, poor houses and grave hours of
or hear the wailing
yards. Who is to blame? The voter, of the lostanguish;
souls winging their way to
of course, in so far as his influence is
punishment and woe that he would
cast for the continuance of these con ever
drop the fatal ballot in the box.
ditions.
He does it carelessly, stubbornly, perEvery man who votes to permit a haps, unthinkingly, and sets in mosaloon in his town makes an "agree- tion the
long chain of acts to
ment with heli " This i3 not swear- and for which he must one follow,
day rening, we are quoting from the Prophet der an accounting.
Isaiah, "makes a covenant with death
When will mankind begin to use
and an agreement with hell." The vo- that
part of his anatomy
ter for the saloon is a partner, and is called the
brain, and reason on these
accessory to every crime committed things? When he does, this
pestilenthrough the influence of liquor. If he tial thing will cease, and wisdom,
and
does not know and foresee each inand
knowledge,
and
happiness
prosdividual crime, he knows there are
perity will come to dwell in the
going to be crimes committed and he world.
Why do we have eyes to see,
has voiced his consent
that they and yet refuse to look at what
we are
No
shall.
poor old drunkard stumbles doing; ears to
hear, but close them
into a dishonored grave, but his hand to the
discord we raise; minds to
has given him the downward push.
reason, but refuse to follow out our
No drunken father ever raises a acts to their
conclusion; hearts to
brutal hand over his cowering chil- feel yet deal to our brother or sister
dren but does so with his permission. the poisoned bowl, the stab in
the
No boy or girl ever goes through life odciv, me downward
souls to!
push;
dwarfed and stunted, uneducated, un- save, yet damn the souls of our felcouth, lacking in the refinements and lows, and in doing that our own also.

-

lAKVIl,
tot
other, bat srnd
U!iiriLtd bookstamp
titled. It
mretvt no

I

full n&rtiralarfl ftnd direcrionii In- Valuable to ladlei. 11 B VEL CO.

PROGRAM OF THE
FIRST REGIMENT BAND.

The following is the program of the
First Regiment band which will be
given in the plaza tomorrow night:
On Parole March
W. J. Post
Isolina Bolero
F. Labory
Orion Overture
F. H. Losey
Martha Selection
Flotow
Spanish Silhouettes Waltz
C. E. Pomeroy

Isabel Mex. Schottisch
T Moreno
The Chirpers Morceau . .Chas. Frank
On the Curb March ... .T. S. Allen
B. Ramirez, Leader.

California
Excursions,
June
P

5, 6, & 10

to 22,

1ft San Diego or

JtJ.JV

Log Angeles

CiC 1ft San Francisco
1tJ.4U
or Oakland
Going and returning via direct lines,

CSC nn Portland and return
tJWi.VV
via direct lines,.

iU4.tJV

Going one way via
San Francisco

Return limit Sept. 15th,

191

1

,

Illustrated Literature by
Applying to
H.

S. Lutz, Agent,
Santa Fe,

N. M.

God-give- n

BOY SCOUT HIKE
TO CLIFF

The

DWELLINGS.

Will Start Memorial Day From Las
Vegas and Will Have Santa
Clara Indion for Guide.
sure-enoug- o.

temperature
ranged from 47 to 70 degrees yesterday and the average relative humidity for the day was 43 per cent. The
precipitation for the past 24 hours
showed 0.02 of an inch of rain and
the temperature at 6 a. m. today was
50 degrees.
Yesterday was generally
cloudy with showers and thunderstorms in this vinicity and several
sprinkles of rain over the city.

SALT LAKE CITY

Santa Fe,

$30.00

Foley Kidney Pills furnish you. the
of help to neutralize and
remove the poisons that cause back- X X X X X
ache, headache, nervousness,- - and
other kidney and bladder ailments.
For sale by all
druggists.

right kind

Summer
iivisiiini

TOURIST

(71

Rates

Weather The

Pedro Cajeti, a
Indian,
will accompany the Las Vegas patrol
of Boy Scouts on its expedition to
Santa Fe, Espanola and the cliff
dwellings, which will begin on the
afternoon of Decoration day, May 30.
Notice Girls, there's a new StenoPedro, who is a personal friend of grapher at the Elks'
tonight. Don't
Scoutmaster George
Fitzsimmons, fall to see her.
has written Mr. Fitzsimmons that he
will be glad to accompany the boys.
Pedro lives in Espanola. He Is a rich
man and hopes to entertain the boys
by taking them for visits to several
Indian pueblos as well as the cliff
Pedro's letter follows:
dwellings.
AND RETURN
"Dear friend yours of the 8 ins. to
In
via
hand;
reply to it I must say the
best plan is that if you, get the money j
anu pay my fair to Las Vegas and
all my expenses 111 please to go and
see you go all the way visiting with
you.
I was getting ready to go to
Dates of Sale May 30 and 31
Colorado Springs but as you want me
Return Limit, June 20th 191 1
go with your party 111 rather go with
you. but if you just wants me to meet
you at Santa Fe and go along, let me
know on what day shall I meet you
there.
"Your friend Pedro Cajeti."

EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st, 1911

From

Santa Fe,

N. M.

To

Chicago, $50.35
St. Louis, $44.35
St. Paul, $50.35
$64.95

Buffalo,

New York, $76.35

$75.95

Boston,

COLORADO
Denver
$21.10
Colorado Springs
18.15
. . . ,
Pueblo .
16.35
Low rates to many other principal
points in the United States, Canada
and Mexico.
Liberal stop-ove-r
privileges.
Return limit, October 31st, 1911.

For further particulars
Santa Fe agent,

see

any

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
" Santa Fe, N. M.

XX

X X X X

XX

X X X

3

NOTICE!

Track Meet for May

ATLANTA CITY, N.

helped

Years dawned and died.

Give Them

Montezuma.

a. in.

in his

t

'

HOW TO KEEP SERVANT
GIRLS IN GOOD HUMOR.

Hotel Arrivals.

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

;

ear.
He paused to hear.
His thoughts were food that
a falsehood thrive,
And kept alive.

bottle-wrappe- r.

Harry Vaughn, Chicago; L. B. Curtis, Trinidad; Miss Aurelia Baca, Miss
Marie Baca, Las Vegas; Lewis Jones,

th at

W. C. T. U. NOTES.
An unkind tale was whispered

1

Oerrososo

Ar

Dr. Pierce is perfectly willing to let every one know what
his " Favorite Prescription" contains, a complete list of
Do not let any unscrupingredients on the
ulous druggist persuade you that his substitute of unknown
composition is "just as good" in order that he may make
a bigger profit. Just smile and shake your head
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cures liver ills.

..
j...

Cimarron
..Lv 7 45
. Ar
am
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park. N.M, .Lv

lAr
Lv

This "Prescription" removes the cause
0 women's
in flam'
weaknesses,andheals
matton and ulceration,
cures those
weaknesses so peculiar to women.
It
tranquilizes the nerves, encourages the
appetite and induces restful sleep.

4 00
3 60
3 30
3 15
3 05
2 45
2 25
1 65
1 30

Uedinau
l.'apullii
Vigil
Thompson
Cunningham
....Clifton House N.M.
T,v
Katon. N. M.
At
Ar
liiitou, N.M
,.Lv
N"
House
M....
I.. .Clifton

3 35
4 15
4 43
5 00
6 10
5 18
5 28
5 45

,.Ar

Lv. Den Moines, N.

W. C. T. 0. MOTES.

Women Strong
and Sick Women Well.

20

ViW,

your drnjrtrfstforlt.
in
It lie camiot supply the

It Makes Weak

(Read Up)

1910

SATURAY, MAY 13, 1911.'

THE FORUM

Housework is drudgery (or the weak woman. She brushes, dusts and scrubs, or is on her feet all day attending to
the many details of the household, her back aching, her
templcs throbbing, nerves quivering under the stress of
pain, possibly dizzy feelings. Sometimes rest in bed is
not refreshing, because the poor tired nerves 00 not permit of refreshing sleep. The real need of weak, nervous
womeo is satislied by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

Companv

Railway

SANTA FE, N. M.

JUsX-CA- N,

,

'

To Dealers in Intoxicating, Malt. Vinous or Other Fermented Liquors.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 29, 1911.
To Whom it May Concern:
The undersigned desires to call at
tention of all dealers in intoxicating,
malt, vinous, mixed or other fermented liquors, to the fact that the mental and physical condition of Grant
Rivenburg of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who is the father of the
undersigned,
is such that he believes it to be a
violation of the laws of New Mexico
and ordinances of the City of Santa
Fe, for them to either sell or give any
such intoxicating liquors to the said
Grant Rivenburg, and the undersigned
hereby gives notice to all such dealers
who may sell or give any intoxicating
liquors to the said Grant Rivenburg
or any one carrying it to him, that
they will be presecuted for violation
of the laws of the Territory of New
Mexico and ordinances of the said
City of Santa Fe, in such cases made
and provided.
RAYMOND RIVENBURG.
..
5t)
,

'

i!
i!
i!
i!

MULLIGAN & RISING

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
DAY ANIGHT
PHONB

130

RED

108

Picture Framing Tasteful ly and Satisfactorily

ROSWELL

AUTO

CO.,

PALAOB,

AVE

-

Done,

ROSWELL,

N. M.

Carrying the U. S. mall and pas100 lbs.
to
Baggage allowance
sengers between Vaughn, N. M, and each regular ticket, excess baggage
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock IsWe are equipped to carry any kind
a
land Railroads and the Atchison,
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
& Santa Fe Railroad.
rates are given for excurLeaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar- Special
for
sions,,
eight Or more passengers.
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. su ar- For further information, write the
,

To-pek-

Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi- rive in Vaughn
cine.
They are healing, strengthentry ing, antiseptic and tonic.
They act
For sale by all druggists
quickly.

at

5:30 p. m.

Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

J W. STOCKARD,

MANAGEB
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BASEBALL
W. L.

19
13
13
13

Philadelphia
Pittsburg ...
New York
Chicago

5
9

9
10
8

Cincinnati

8
6
6

Boston
St. Louis
Brooklyn

17
13
17

American League.

Pet
.792
.591
.591
5G5

556
.320
.316
.261

W.

L.

Pet

Detroit

21

4
9-

.840

Boston

M3

10
10
11
12
16
19

.565
.524
.500
.429
.360
.208

xTwiin,4n1Ma
uiiaucipuiw

19!

11
11
9
9
9

New York
Chicago

Washington
Cleveland
St. Louis

...

.

...

Western League.
W.
14
11
10
10
9

Sioux City .'

Wichita
Lincoln

Denver
Omaha
Topeka

5

..3

Des Moines

fl71
-

L.

Pet

5

.737
.688
.588
.579
450
.279
.150

5
7

7
11
13
17

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

National League.
Pittsburg at Boston.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
Chicago at BrooKlyn.
St. Louis at New York.

American League.
Washington at Chicago.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.

New York at Cleveland.
Boston at Detroit.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.

National League.
Philadelphia, 9; Pittsburg,

5.

St. Louis, 8; Brooklyn, 3.
Chicago, 6; New York, 3.
Cincinnati, 18; Boston, 8.

American League.
Washington, 6; Chicago, 5.
Detroit, 6; New York, 5.
Philadelphia, 17; St. Louis, 13.

'

2.

Boston, 6; Cleveland,

Western League.

.

Wichita, 15; Sioux City, 2.
Denver, 10; Omaha, 2.
Lincoln, 6; Des Moines, 5.
St. Joseph, 5; Topeka, 0.
American Association.
Columbus, 8; Louisville, 2.
Milwaukee, 5; Minneapolis, 2.
Toledo, 7; Indianapolis, 8.
Kansas City, 6; St. Paul, 4.
Coast League.
Oakland, 12; Los Angeles, 0.
-Vernon, ' 7 Sacramento, 8;Portland, 6; San Francisco, 1.
Southern League..
Birmingham, 5; Nashville, 3.
Montgomery, 5; Atlanta, 6.
Mobile, 4; Chattanooga, 1.
New Orleans, 5; Memphis, 2.
College Baseball.
University of Iowa, 5; University of
Minnesota, 2.

d

ner?"

-

;"

MARKETJtEPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, May 13. Call money
Amal
nominal; prime paper 3

Sugar 118 bid; Atchl
pfd,
Great Northern
Was Pacing Up and Down.
1261-2- ;
New York Central 107; North
ern Pacific 124
Reading 1551-on my desk. As I sat work
Southern-Pacifi114
Union Pacif stacked up
ing late into the twilight the telephone
ic 1771-8- ; Steel 75
pfd. 118
elbow tinkled imperatively.
bell at
New York, May 13. Copper nomi- I took my
i
receiver. '
the
up
nally unchanged. Lead 4.404.50;
"Hello! said I, "what do you want?"
.
Silver 531-2There was an infinitesimal pause;
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
then a feminine voice asked:
13.
Wheat
111.,
July
May
Chicago,
"May I speak to Mr. Allison,
89
Sept. 88
please?"
.
Corn-J- uly
521-2- ;
Sept. 53l-8'This Is he," returned I in my most
Oats July 33
iSept. 33
courteous tone.
.Pork May 16.871-2- ;
"Oh!"
July 15.05
15.07
"Well," I observed, "have you recov
Lard July 8.20; Sept. 8.27
ered?"
Ribs July 8.021-2- ;
"Recovered!" she repeated In pro
Sept. 8.
WOOL MARKET.
found astonishment. "I don't under
St. Louis, Mo., May 13. Wool, un- stand you."
"That letter," I reminded, "wasn't it
changed. Territory and western
the result of an hallucination of some
1517; fine mediums 1315; sort?"
fine 1112.
"Certainly not!" She flung back the
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, May 13. battle Re- words with such force that the telewires Jangled.
ceipts 200. Market steady. Native phone
I was quaking Inwardly, but deter
steers $5.256.15;
southern steers
to bluff it out.
$4 5.60; southern cows and heifers mined
"Oh, come, now, Prunella don't be
$3.254.75; native cows and heifers foolish.
Why don't you speak out. If
$36; stackers and feeders 4.75 there's anything
"
calves 4.507;
5.75; bulls
There is," she cut in sharply, "and
western steers $4.755.85;
western
here is the truth: I was coming up
cows $3.255.
town on a Broadway car the other day.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 3,000.
Tour father occupied the seat in front
strong to 5 cents higher. Bulk of of me; he was talking to another man.
sales $6.056.12
$6.05
heavy
He said: 'Too bad about Underwood's
6.10; packers and butchers $6
sinking every cent in that wire deal,
:
15;
wasn't it? Leave his family practically
Sheep
Receipts none. Market penniless. Dick's engaged to one of
lambs the girls I believe, but of course it'll
steady. Muttons $3.504.50;
$4.756.35; fed wethers and yearlings all have to be off now.'"
. I bit my lips till the blood
$45.35; fed western ewes ?3.50
showed
4.25.
y
through in purple prints.
Chicago, 111., May 13. Cattle
My voice
"Prunellai "
sounded
200. Market steady. Beeves, hoarse and angry over the wire.
steers
"Yes?" hers came back in some trep
$4.605.60;
$4.956.45; Texas
western steers $4.805.60;
stackers idation.
"Is that all?"
and feeders, $4.005.65; cows and
"Isn't it enough?"
calves $4.50
.heifers, ' $2.405.65;
"No," I thundered, "It Is not! Where
7.00.
;
gamated
son 109

621-2-

;

Patience.
Dr. Russell H. Conwell is a great
believer in patience and he recently
told a story indicating what he believed to be an example of making a
virtue of patience.
"A young man was standing at the
gate, waiting for his sweetheart, and
when at last she appeared he remarked kindly, 'What a time you
have kept me waiting!"
" 'Oh, dear me, how fussy you are,"
she observed. 'Why, I didn't promise
to meet you till a quarter of eight,
and it's only two minutes after eight
now.'
"Ah, Mary, dear, replied the
young man, 'but you have made a
flight mistake in the day. You were
to have been here at a quarter of
eight last evening. I have been waitsince.'" Philadelphia
ever
ing
Times.

8

c

7--

.

me-diu-

;

',

The Last Laugh.
The frequent and unsuccessful candidacy of certain men In this town for
public office reminded George (Scotty)
Dore of a story of his old friend
'

.
Hogan.
"Hogan was raffling a clock," said
Mr. Dore. "He was fairly successful
In disposing of tickets In the shop
when he worked, but he ran up
against trouble when he canvassed
his neighbors.
'Dropping In at his neighbor's house
he tried to sell a ticket on the clock.
"It's a fine time piece and it'll
er mantle
luk foine on yer what-no- t
says Hogan, cajolingly.
'G'wan, the old clock doesn't run,'
replied the neighbor.
"'Well,' drawled Hogan, changing
front completely, 'well, perhaps yea
won't win it and then yez'll have the
laugh on the fellow who does.' "
'

The Family Physician.

"What's the matter with your
nephew that's sick over at Skeedee,"
"Oh, he prescnoea ror himself out
jf a doctor dook, replied the Old
Ctodger, "and nearly killed himself
with a misprint."

Fuck.

Trade-Mar-

You seem to have cut yourself
while shaving."
"No. That is merely a barber's
memorandum."

s,

.

'
Market are you?"
8,000.
Receipt
"I'm down town."
to
shade
$6.05
Light
higher.
strong
"Where?" I reiterated sternly.
mixed
6.42
$6.006.37
"At the Grand Central station. My
heavy $5.856.25; rough $5.956.00; train leaves
$6.006.25;
good to choice heavy,
I tanged the receiver on the hook,
pigs $5.906.35; bulk of sales $6.10
my hat and flew down stairs.
grabbed
6.30.
Market Elevators were too slow for my pres
5,000.
Sheen Receipts
ent irame ox mind. :
steady. Native $3.0004.80; western
My runabout' stood at the curbing.

Hogs

-

in"

i

K., SAYS PHRENOLOGIST
V

A.

aa

a,

FOR SALE Good Jersey
cow. Inquire at this office.

av
milcli

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
at

j

'
i

FOR RENT Six roomed house, furnished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzki.

7.30.

H. H. DORMAN.
j

Master

FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room for one or two gentlemen. 104 CHAS. E. LINNE?,
Grant Avenue.

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter

FOR SALE

Household eoods and
Galisteo street
j furnishings at 301
can at any time.

1, R. A. M.

No.

Regular

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall ar.
7:30 p. m.
FOR SALE Kranich & Uach
JOHN H. WALKER.
piano in good condition, also
book case and dining table. Call
H. P.
mornings, 20!) Jeffi rson Ave.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Vp-rig-

FOR SALE Two fine, substantial
buggies, one 1 seat and other 2 seats.
r
Apply
Undertaking Establishment. San Francisco Street.

Santa Fe Commanded
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at

Akers-Wagne-

Masonic Hall at 7:30
TYPEWRITERS.
m.
p.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup W. E. CRIFF1N, Kecorder.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled
Santa
All repair work and typewriters guar
Fe Lodge of
Perfection
No.
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Acchange. Phone 231.
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
SALESMAN for this territory who
has exjierience in selling advertising the third Monday of each month
specialties, premium goods or calen- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
dars. $25 a week drawing account and Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
expenses. (A new house with new line Visiting Ecotish Rite Masons are corof advertising specialties). M. J. Walsh dially invited to attend.
& Co.,
W. Huron St., Chicago.
S. SPITZ, 3J
111.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
PUBLIC LAND SCRIP Scrip will
Secretary.
pass title to government land without
B. p. O. E.
ettlement, residence or cultivation.
Santa Fe Lodge
No.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
460, B. P. O. E. holds
procured in any other manner. By
its regular session on
use of scrip costly, tedious and danthe second and fourth
gerous contests may be averted. Write
Wednesday of each
today for full particulars. Fen S.
month. Visiting broth'
210 Fleming Bldg.,
Phoenix,
Manager Wallace of St. Louis Browns.
ers are invited and
Arizona.
welcome.
Dr. Simeon Squeers a phrenologist of fore, In many cases a bit abnormal.
A. J. FISCHER.
Hot Springs, examined Bob Wallace's
This is especially noticeable in
IN
NOW LIVING
SALESMEN
J. D. SENA,
head recently. The brain specialist
Exalted Ruler.
pitchers. Most of the "bugs,"
MOST
DISTRICTS.
FARMING
Secretary.
pronounced the manager of the Browns "nuts," etc., in baseball have been leftBEST
AND
RATED
HIGHLY
one of the most normal minded men handed pitchers. Waddell is a lurid
he had ever examined.
He did not case in point. Tom Ramsey, the great KNOWN FIRM IN AMERICA. SELLTO
know his man when he made his diagof the early days, was also ING GROCERIES BY SAMPLE
CONSUMERS HAS AN ORIGINAL
nosis.
supremely erratic.
INWallace's head is abnormally devel"Lady" Baldwin, Phil Knell, Bert PLAN TO OFFER RELIABLE,
ENABLING
MEN,
oped on the left side. This is as it Jones, Harry Sallee, "Crazy" Schmidt DUSTRIOUS
should be, Dr. Squeers declares. The and ick Altrock, all celebrated left- THEM TO QUICKLY ESTABLISH
OF
BUSINESS
left lobe of the brain governs the right handers, have been more or less famed A PERMANENT
Independent Order of Beavers.
side of the body, the right lobe the left for erratic behavior. Even Theodora THEIR OWN; YIELDING A GOOD
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
side. It is natural, asserted Dr. Squeers, Breitenstein, one of the steadiest ol INCOME: GOODS SOLD SUBJECT Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
that a man should be
the southpaws, was in his youth wild TO TRIAL:
INVESTMENT first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
NO
right footed, right eyed, that the right as a March hare. Eddie Plank and Doc COMMISSIONS ADVANCED. SEMI ers
always welcome.
side should be larger and stronger than White seem to be the wisest and stead, MONTHLY SETTLEMENTS;
EXEDWARD C. BURKE,
of
the
thereiest
leftside
the left
people are,
looprs.
ESSENTIAL.
NOT
PERIENCE
President
TOWRITE FOR PARTICULARS
C. J. NFJS,
DAY.
REFERENCES
REQUIRED.
Secretary.
F0GEL NOW APPROVES DEAL
JOHN SEXTON & CO., IMPORTERS
AND
WHOLESALE
GROCERS,
F. W. FARMER
President Fogel'of Philadelphia NaLAKE & FRANKLIN STS., CHICAHomestead No.
tional League Team Finally Agrees
GO.
2879.
With Manager Dooin.
Brotherhood
of
OR THEY'LL GET
LICE
GET
THE
That deaj which came near disruptAmerican Yeomen
YOUR PROFITS.
Fred Clarke will again be a play
Second
Meets
ing the cabinet which holds the desHead lice fasten on top of head, untinies of the Phillies is satisfactory ing manager.
and Fourth Thurslife
and
or
the
suck
neck
der
wings
now to all concerned.
Nebraska solons have passed the blood.
days,
Delgado's
Conkey's Head Lice Ointment
Manager Dooln, who pulled oft the Sunday optional baseball bill.
Hall. H. Foreman,
out
of business quick, price
them
puts
and
sanction
without
deal without the
Ted Easterly has finally won his 25c.
Cor.
C. G. Richie,
Body lice crawl over the body
the approval of President Horace spurs in the contest for right field
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
irritaand
intense
causing
day
night
Fogel, and who threatened to resign honors?
Farmer.
tion. Conkey's Lice Powder 25c, kills
"Bill" Foxen seems slated for bet them. Mites those little
fellows
tiny
ter things than bench warming this hide in the cracks of houses or roosts
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
season.
in the day time, and feast on the fowl
Joe Jackson, the slugging outfielder at night. Conkey's Lice
(Coal Land.)
Liquid squirtof the Naps, is said to be weak on ed in
makes short work Department of the Interior,
hiding
places
the base lines.
of them, price 35c qt., $1.00 gallon.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Manager Clarke of Pittsburg favors Remember, Conkey makes one remedy
May 4, 1911.
walking and running upstairs to for each disease, and we guarantee
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
strengthen the legs.
them to you. Call today for Con- Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Walter Johnson's uncle has signed key's Big Poultry Book Free. Leo April 13, 190G, made homestead entry
to pitch for a California team, but he Hersch.
NW
NE
for SW
No.
Is only 19 years old.
N.
SW
section 5,
SE
A great many fans are wondering
NOTICE.
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
bow 15 American and National clubs
Proposals will be received by the Meridian, has filed notice of intention
waived on Harry Steinfeldt.
of to make final five year proof, to esBoard of County Commissioners
Southern league baseball teams do Santa Fe County, New Mexico, for tablish claim to the land above denot welcome the majors with open plans and specifications
of three scribed, before register or receiver, U.
arms, as was their wont a few years bridges to be constructed, one over the S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
ago.
Santa Fe river on Canon road within the 6th day of July 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Japanese students at Iowa university the limits of the city of Santa Fe.
have organized a rooters' club to welOne at the town of Galisteo, across
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
come the visiting oriental baseball the Galisteo river at a point which will Agustin Montoya, and Jose Ortiz y
team. be designated by the chairman of the Pino, all of Galisteo, N. M.
Octavlo Carvjai a Mexican, may be board of county commissioners, and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
one of Cornell's varsity pitchers. He one other member of the board.
Register.
worked well last year for the Ithaca
One across the Galisteo river at the
town of Los Cerrillos, at a point to
Notice for Punlicatlon.
college nine.
Chicago is promised a hockey league be designated by the chairman of the
for next winter. Baseball fans could board and one other member of the Department of the Interior,
wish for nothing better as a cold board of county commissioners.
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
for
Said plans and specifications
weather sport.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
The Giants are to be barred from said bridges or either of them to be
April 27, 1911.
NOTICE is hereby given that Franplaying in Atlanta, Ga., on spring submitted to the said board of county
training trips hereafter because of commissioners on or before the first cisco R. Montoya, of GloHeta, N. M.,
the row there recently.
day of June, A. D., 1911; at the office who, on April 18, 190G, made homeAlthough Frank Chance may, seem of the probate clerk of the county of stead entry. No.
for SE
unnecessarily severe at times, a four- - Santa Fe; N. M., at the court house in
Section 32, Township 16 N.,
time- pennant-winninteam speaks the city of Santa Fe, N. M., at which Range 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
well for the success of bis policy,
time the different plans and specifica- - filed notice of Intention to make FiThere are five giant ballplayers on Hons for each of said bridges, after nal
r
proof, to establish claim
for 1911. Cy Falk which bids will be called for, on or
the Cleveland-Napto the land above described, before
the
is
the before the first Monday in July for
elongated pitcher,
enberg,
V. S.
tallest. He is six feet five inches in the construction of said bridges or Register or Receiver of the
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
height
either of them, as the board may elect,
Manager Dooln.
Red Corridon, the youngster with and only the plan and specifications the 23rd day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: Jesus
unless it was permitted to stand, con- the Browns last fall, and Pat O'Con- which ,may be adopted, for each of Gonzales
y Roybal, Tiburcio Monhave
catcher
the
been
re
nor,
recruit,
said bridges will be paid for; but the
tinues to congratulate himself. PresiOrtiz, all of Glorieta,
toya,
Esquibel
to
Pirates
leased
the
Kansat proposal shall contain the amount of
by the
dent Fogel has finally come around.
N M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
the
He has made no positive or direot City Blues.
will
be
for
which
made
charge,
N. M.
Ed Walsh has turned bard and is plan and
statement, however.
specification if accepted.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
White
Doc
will
verses.
have
Birwriting
with
a
The parties proposing plans and spe
practice game
During
or he may be clficatlons,
Register.
will be required o inform
mingham President Baugh of Birming- to look to his laurels
robbed of a part of his glory in the themselves as to the
ham remarked to President Fogel:
locaparticular
Notice for Publication.
"You people certainly got the bet- world of poetry and song.
tions at which each of the said
Connie Mack keeps a score of every
of the Interior,
Department
ter of that Cincinnati deal."
bridges, is to be constructed, also the
Coal Land.
He was watching Ewing smoke game and files the record away each particular conditions
each
at
existing
them across, and Lobert running the day so that when a player comes to of the said locations, which will enter
May 4, 1911,
signing a contract and asks for more Into the matter of the construction of
ffotice is hereby given that Agri-pin- a
money Connie can show him Just said
"Yes. Yes."
Delgado de Gonzales, of Santa
bridge or bridges..
This from Fogel. And he Immedi- what he has been able to do on every
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 190G,
rereserves
of
The
board
the
right
occasion he went to the plate.
ately changed the subject made homestead entry, No.
jecting any and all proposals.
,
NW
for Lots 3 and 4, SW.
I.
SPARKS,
The Easier Way.
Sec. 5,
NE.
Sec. 4, SE.
Chairman of the Board.
Illustrative.
First Burglar Stung!
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
1 understood the new reporter fall Second Burglar This Job was GEO. W. ARMIJO,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
cleaned up on the inside.
Clerk of the Board.
down on his first assignment."
to make Final five year Proof, to esFirst Burglar Well have to start a
"So he did."
bank ourselves, old pal. The thine 1
"What was it?"
muscles tablish claim to the land above deFor soreness of the
"The banana peel on the sidewalk done differently now. Judge.
whether induced by violent exercise scribed, before Register or Receiver,
as a public menace."
or injury, Chambenain's Liniment is U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
excellent.!
This liniment - is also on the 6th day of July, 1911.
Forbidden.
Claimant names as witnesses:
afNot o Much.
suppose now the sentimentalists highly esteemed for the relief It
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Sold
Is a far cry, isn't it, from a sa- wlU start a campaign against enlisting fords in cases of rheumatism.
Agustin Montoya, Joae Ortiz y Pino,
loon and a carouse to home and a the Interest of the schools In the by all dealers.
.
all of Galisteo, N. M.
golden rod aa a national flower."
baby?"
MANUEL R. OTERO,
For quick returns and big results
"No, It Is a vary near ery It (fee
"Why should they oppose Itr ;
Register.
"Oh, onjMcpuBt of. the rod,"
try a New Mexican Want Ad.
,
baby happens to nave theeoUa,".
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"So," said the head of the firm, "yo
$4.605.60; t sprang m and shot
yearlings
$3.504.80;
want your salary raised?"
frantically
western through the
Iambs, native $4.505.65;
"Yes," the office boy timidly replied.
scattering procession of
$5.256.70.
"What makes you think your value
vehicles, arriving at my destination In
" ;
to this company has been increased?"
v
eignt minutes.
"Well, de baseball season's over,
I went at once to the ladies' wait-ln-g
room. Prunella was not there. and 111 be here a rood deal more regCHICHESTER BRAND. A
Full of alarm I hurried out Into the ular now."
Milea AakrarBranrbtfcf
CM hwl.rt MaaualBrMd
corridor. Less than ten feet away a
fill la K4 Hid 4M4 sualllcY
slim and graceful in a dark trav
Where He Gets His Strength.
Tut M tbr. Bur of roar V tirl,
eling suit, waa pacing up and down.
Cytanltwics
Zbr
'
Is
wrestler who It gaAat,
"Prunellai"
femkwuaMiBat.&tttakAlwmllriiihM
mate
wrastllnft
a
for
In
trainingSae sal dqwn jfcvijr s0A a
,
wrestles with his natoe.
:
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WALLACE

The Outwitting
of Prunella

STANDING OF THE TEAMS

National League.

tier, uer iace BCartet.
"Dick," she said reproachfully, "you
shouldn't have done
you
this;
shouldn't, indeed!"
I sat down beside her and forced her
to look Into my eyes.
'Tell me now," I said, 'why you are
trying to run away from me in this
By Nellie Cravey Gillmore
fashion."
"I am not running away at all. I told
I consumed many perplexing hours you I was "
over a circumspect, yet sufficiently
"But you said Thursday.
Today Is
emphatic reply to Prunella's recent only"
"I was afraid I knew you would
Here is
surprising communication.
what she wrote:
try to see me, Dick. And I was de"Dear Dick Our engagement Is at termined that that "
an end. Something awful has hapI looked at her with savage repenedsomething that makes It im- proach.
"You certainly couldn't have loved
possible for me ever to marry you.
"Do not, I pray you, attempt to see me very much," I interrupted, staring
me; I could not endure It, not now.
ahead, "If you were willing to give me
"Under separate cover I am mailing up like this."
to you our betrothal ring, together
"You have It reversed.
I love you
with the brooch, watch and bracelet too much to stand in the way of your
you sent me on my last three birthinterests,"
I looked at her curiously a second;
days. Please do likewise in regard to
different trifles I have given you. I then I burst into downright laughter.
do not care for them Intrinsically, but
"You are a quixotic little idiot,
under the circumstances it is best that Prunella."
this should be done. '
"I'm nothing of the sort," she con"I am starting for Colorado Thurs- tradicted, with pink cheeks. "I'm Just
day, where I shall make my home simply proud, that's all."
with the Cahills as governess and
"Pride be dashed. Come out of
companion to their children.
this stuffy place, anyhow."
"Do not try to intercept me. This is
"But but you don't understand,
final, and though it breaks my heart, Dick. I must wait here till my train'
there is no other way but to sign my- is announced. I've already accepted
Farewell forever,
self,
this position and bought my ticket "
"Prunella."
"I'll take charge of that," I interThe letter had left me bewildered, posed, holding out my hand. When
dumfounded, dazed. It was a long she gave it to me, I quite deliberately
time before I could rake my faculties lifted it up and tore it in two.
"Good gracious!" exclaimed Pruneltogether, even to think. Had Prunella, in some miraculous fashion pecu- - la. "I paid"
Har to fiancees, dragged forth some af
"My runabout is waiting outside.
fair out of the past? Had my latest We'll take a spin out to the park.
escapade with a chorus girl been
There's a fine new church just finished
reported on the evening out that way. The minister lives next
Daggar? Had some one of my numer door; he is an old chum of mine nice
ous rivals confided to her that a dis- fellow. If you need a fresh
of
tant uncle of mine had died of con gloves or a hook and eye or pair
or ansumption? After having cudgeled my ything" I stole a twinkling glance at
ingenuity exhaustively, I produced the her, "oh, I mean to loan you the money
following:
if you do!"
"My Dear Girl Yours to hand and
Quite unresistingly, she found hercontents noted. I am shocked, startled self walking
by my side, and out into
beyond expression. Our relations have the street; and the next thing, we
been too deep, too tender, too genuine were skimming dizzily over the gleamto be thus lightly severed. It is my
asphalt.
blessed privilege to request an ex ing"Immediately after the
ceremony,"
deplanation; and falling in that, to
I told her, as we slid to a standstill in
mand one.
"I shall drive to
front of the
"If you will be good enough to in mv lawvers' rectory,
and make over every red
dicate the hour, I shall take pleasure cent of the blamed money to some
in calling at your home. Don't refuse,
else. I'll not be responsible a day
for depend upon it, I shall find a way body for such a menacing
element in
of seeing you face to face and hearing longer
life."
my
the worst.
As ever,
Half an hour later, as Mr. and Mrs.
'
"Dick."
Richard Allison, we were whirling
This dispatched, I gave my attention down Fifth avenue.
to the
pile of briefs
Prunella glanced at me a trifle uneasily.
"Dick," she questioned, in a little
tremulous voice, "who is It you are
going to settle "
"Why, on you, of course, my dear.
Shall we go to the Waldorf for din-
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that Raton drew it away from Santa' moned disagreed, four being for
work, which delayed the final letting ATROCIOUS CRIME REPORTED
of the contract
FROM LINCOLN COUNTY.
The original bids
quittal and one for conviction.
The new advertisement of W. H.
Escaped Prisoners Seen Frank Bos- ranged from $112,000 to $155,000 with
Goebel is especially
(Continued From Page Five.)
El Paso, Texas, May 13. Fred
interesting to coe and Frank Marsden the two es- contractors from all over the United
those who care for their complexion, caped prisoners from the Chaves cpun.-t- States, competing.
Scholle, a prominent sheepman of
afThe Saturday Card Club is meeting Read it.
Leave for El Paso.
Lincoln county. New Mexico, is rejail, were last seen yesterday
this afternoon at the home of Mrs.
La Bajada Road One of the best ternoon at the Oasis ranch. The offWilliam C. Dennis, special agent of ported at the point of death from
BAKERY
GROCERY
reJ. H. Sloan. Besides the members of pictures of La Bajada Hill and
the treasury
in charge of serious burns. In an altercation with
thej icers are confident of their speedy
the club the guests are Mrs. Meek of suburb road over it, built by the Good covery. Their cases had been set for the Chamizal department,
arbitration work, a dis- his sheep herder he was overpowered,
Des Moines, la., Mrs. Hilda Gotteslie-fcet- i Roads Commission
and Santa Fe today and their absence caused a pute with Mexico which Involves part thrown into the camp fire and held
of Denver and Mrs. Fanny Britton
in
of El Paso, accompanied by his there until he was almost roasted to
the
county, appears
Literary Di-- dela in the grind of court.
of Cleveland, O.
adverTwo Shows tomorrow (Sunday) secretary, H. J. Wagner, and steno- death. The herders are reported unfor
is
week.
this
It
gest
good
a
tising that will attract much atten- - night at the Elks'. First at 7:45 and grapher, W. L. Coombs, left Wednes- der arrest.
Dinner Tonight.
tion, for of all the road
pictures the second follows immediately after day for El Paso, where the InternaMr. and Mrs. A. M. Bergere
will shown, that of La
Hill is the the first one. A change of program tional (water) boundary commission, MRS. ERNEST DETTINGER
Bajada
of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
appointed dinner boldest and most striking.
jgive a beautifully
also.
with Eugene Lafleur, a Canadian jur
LAID TO REST.
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
tcnight at their home on Grant ave--;
The New Stenographer This is the; Disappointed
in
Love Mariano ist, will attempt to reach an amicable
Ernest Detting-e- r
Mrs.
of
The
funeral
nue in honor of Governor and Mrs. best
ever; a comedy that keeps the Rios, committed suicide at El Paso adjustment of the matter. The hear
at the
who
died
here
Thursday
Mills.
Covers will be laid for ten. laughs going
OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT.
throughout and a few: by taking strychnine at the home of ings start May 15.
of 16 years, took place this
tender
age
Uesides the host and the hostess the more to take home with you. Tonight his aunt. The
Inter-.men- t
young man came to
morning from the Cathedral.
gest3 will be Governor, and Mrs. only at the Elks'.
Everything first class 6 loaves of bread for 25 cents
his aunt's house a little before noon JAPS WILL PLAY BALL
was in Rosario cemetery. Unj Mills, Mr. and
Mrs. Invert, Miss An
Holloman Makes Speech The
HERE MONDAY AFTERNOON. dertakers Mulligan and Rising were
and went to his room. A short time
na uergere, anss Stella Bergere,
lodge of Elks celebrated the after horrible groans were heard corn- in charge of the funeral arrangements.
Governor M. A. Otero and Manuel B. laying of the cornerstone of their naw
from his room and the family Manager Saisho Says-so- ,
and Local
Mrs. Dettinger before her marriage
ing
Phone No.4.
Otero.
). 4.
home Thursday afternoon. After the went to the room where they found
was Miss Isabel Fletcher and she was
Fans Will Give Nipponese a
Warm Welcome.
a native of Mulvaine, Kansas.
ceremony at the building, Hon. Reed him dying. Ten minutes later the
Holloman delivered an address at the young man was dead. He waB 27
Evans opera house on the objects of years old and came to El Paso a
Manager Saisho says so, and that
Tur n aii v onuiin un
the order.
short time ago from Mexico. The settles it. There will be a baseball
Try Our Perfect Strawberry Skin Food
Fishermen, do not nwrlnnk tlie ad-- ' reason given for the deed was that game here Monday afternoon between
vertisement of the Santa Fe Hard he had been disappointed in love. - Santa Fe and Nipponese team which is
For a skin inclined tib wrinkle or
Bruce Will- in Albuquerque today.
Still on Reservation
ware Co. The line is great.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 13.
on the qui Vive sag, also our cucumber tonic lotion
court iam who recently sold his livery busare
fans
Suit
Sheriff
Santa
District
Fe
Agaimst
The weather for New Mexico
at Roswell 'was occupied Thursday mess nere to vv. n. Morgan, is sun to meet the ball twirlers from the for removing tan, freckles and moth
is generally fair tonight. Sunthe Navajo reservation buying Flowery Kingdom and will give them
with the trial of the suit of Win.
A HAPPY CUSTOM
MORE UNIVERpatches. Now is the time to take
day fair; warmer in south porworses aim may uui u uume un
i
C. L. Ballard,
the warm,1 glad hand.
sheriff,,
gert
against
tion.
that complexion in hand, before it is
EACH YEAR
SALLY OBSERVED
tne
tour
He
nral
wl"
daysProDamy
for a claim of about $300 alleged to
fan here will be wild with too late. Price 25c and 50c
Every
reof
before
Colorado
per box.
be due for keeping stock at the old southern part
eagerness to see if the boys from Nip Leave orders at
n ace durine lit eation. 1111 "'"S i" ouui re.
Dick
Barnett
twirl to
pon can give the
Change of Time on New Mexico Ce- in the old R. T.
Burge attachment case.
the pig skin and of course there will
ntralOn Sunday May 14th, jsrew MexW. H. Goebel's
illustrated Lecture The Christian BITTER FIGHT ON STATEHOOD. be a big crowd at St. Michael's colico Central will change the time of
of
Endeavor
will
have
charge
4
Society
m.
when
at
the
Room 14 Catron Block
or
p.
game
PARTICULARLY SUITED FOR THE OCCASION
lege grounds
::
::
their trains, The train from the the
service at the First Pres(Continued From Page On.)
evening
begins.
at
3:18
will
Fe
Santa
south
arrive
at
'4
byterian church tomorrow at 7:30 p.
We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-G- old
and
p. m., and the south bound train inm., at which time a stereopticon lec- whether they want to or not.' No acfor
set
and
with turquoise
SilverPlain
chains, brooches,
stead of leaving at 7:20 a. m., as at ture will be
given on the "Life ot tion has been taken yet.
'
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
U
present, will leave at 5:45 p. m.
in which 50 lantern slides
Power Plant for Dam.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
Wash Boards and Tubs, all sizes, at Joseph,"
The reclamation service on May 15
will be shown. C. E. Linney will dej
IGOEBELS.
will open bids for the purchase and
liver the lecture.
WORTHY YOUR BEST FRIENDS
ft
Tonight Is Your Only Chance to see
Mrs. Ce- installation of a steam power plant to
Mrs. Gabaldon
Death
of
this change of pictures. They are good, cilia
Gabaldon. aged 60 veara. and for! be erected at Elephant Butte, for furManufacturing
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
j
sixteen years a bedridden in-- j nishing power to construct the big
the
last
Jeweler,
j Black 1SS, when in. need of milk and
.
died at Atrisco, Bernalillo coun-- ; dani- The plant will be a very exten-tyvalid,
cream. Surplus always on hand,
husband and three daugh-- sive" one; acording to local officers of
Her
Main and Chiffon are especially
the service.
ters survive.
We have just received a large shipment of fishing tackle which is the largest and
called to your attention by Miss Mug-le- r
New Postmasters.
Ore Shipments From Lordsburg
most complete line that has ever been shown in Santa Fe.
in her change of advertisement
cars of ore! Postmasters have been' appointed in
There were thirty-on- e
"
i
IT..
as
today.
Mexico
Xew
follows:
l EIIUC tCCftDTMENT HC
shipped from Lordsburg, Grant counA I nil. Ajjun I iTii.n i vi
William L. Taylor, Haydon, Union
Woman's Relief Corps The Worn- - ty, last week. .Of these eight were
)!
n s Relief Corps will meet on Mon the final shipment from the Superior,! county; John O. Holen, Madrid;
Crenshaw, Langton, Curry coun-Penday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
from the 85, seven from the! er
DMrs. George W. Hickox on College
Hoyt Wood, Ponil, Colfax coun- company, and one from the Dun-- '
ty, Henry Bruse, Optimo, Mora counstreet, to make arrangements for dee.
Memorial day.
Teachers Elected Af Old Albtiquer-que- , ty.
MOTHERS' DAY.
ft
Complaints Combined.
the school directors have chosen'
'Don't forget Sunday, May 14th, is Miss Ona E. Schupp, principal, and
Complaints of the Maricopa County i
? the day when you should wear "White Misses Jane Walsh, Grace Borrodaile Commercial club and the Roswell ComCarnations for Mother's
Memory". and Aurelia Montoya, teachers. Jose mercial club against rates on wool
"Bright Carnations for Mothers Liv- Sanchez was appointed truant officer, and hides to eastern destinations were
ing." You can get them at the Clan Miss Violet DeTullio principal, and today consolidated by the interstate
endon Gardens, phone 12.
Miss Teresa Armijo teacher at Los commerce commission with the com. Has
Automobile Supplies O. W. Duranes, and Mrs. C. O'Conner-Rob-- !
plaint of the Oregon railway commisa
Alexander, the local enterprising au- erts, principal, and Miss Isabel Con- sion, which complains of the same
tomobile agent, will receive many new
teacher of the Highland school. ' thing. .
x automobile supplies as Santa Fe will nolly
Wanted Wages for Flogging A pe-- i
Supplemental Bids Offered.
Come in and and let the man who knows
be the mecca of all autoi3ts after it culiar case was heard before the jus-- !
Supplemental bids on' the Roswell And everything necessary for Fishing.
gets good roads. Mr. Alexander will tice of the peace at La Lande, Curry postoffice and federal building were help you pick out your tackle for the big "FISHING TRIP."
to county, this week. Roland L. Brooks
nave everything from a spark-pluopened Saturday, and the contract will
a complete chauffeur's Tainment.
sued the Holiness College for wages, probably be let this week. The orig- Rain at Raton A dispatch from alleged to be due his boy Lee, who inal construction bids were opened
Raton this afternoon says that a very had left the school because he had about a month ago, but the supervis- heavy rain has struck that city. It i lieen given a flogging for disobeying ing architect s office later advertised
was due here yesterday but. it seems the rules. The jury that was sum- - for bids on minor details of the
& SUPPLY CO.- SOCIAL-AN-
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CREELS
SNELL HOOKS
LINES LEADERS

If not try 6 pairs Holeproof for
MEN and WOMEN

guaranteed for six months
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LANDING NETS
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